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a b s t r a c t

For the past half-century, reconstructions of North American ice cover during the Last Glacial Maximum
have shown ice-free land distal to the Laurentide Ice Sheet, primarily on Melville and Banks islands in the
western Canadian Arctic Archipelago. Both islands reputedly preserve at the surface multiple Laurentide
till sheets, together with associated marine and lacustrine deposits, recording as many as three pre-Late
Wisconsinan glaciations. The northwest corner of Banks Island was purportedly never glaciated and is
trimmed by the oldest and most extensive glaciation (Banks Glaciation) considered to be of Matuyama
age (>780 ka BP). Inside the limit of Banks Glaciation, younger till sheets are ascribed to the Thomsen
Glaciation (pre-Sangamonian) and the Amundsen Glaciation (Early Wisconsinan Stade). The view that
the western Canadian Arctic Archipelago remained largely ice-free during the Late Wisconsinan is
reinforced by a recent report of two woolly mammoth fragments collected on Banks and Melville islands,
both dated to w22 ka BP. These dates imply that these islands constitute the northeast extremity of
Beringia.

A fundamental revision of this model is now warranted based on widespread fieldwork across the
adjacent coastlines of Banks and Melville islands, including new dating of glacial and marine landforms
and sediments. On Dundas Peninsula, southern Melville Island, AMS 14C dates on ice-transported
marine molluscs within the most extensive Laurentide till yield ages of 25–49 ka BP. These dates require
that Late Wisconsinan ice advanced northwestward from Visount Melville Sound, excavating fauna
spanning Marine Isotope Stage 3. Laurentide ice that crossed Dundas Peninsula (300 m asl) coalesced
with Melville Island ice occupying Liddon Gulf. Coalescent Laurentide and Melville ice continued to
advance westward through M’Clure Strait depositing granite erratics at �235 m asl that require
grounded ice in M’Clure Strait, as do streamlined bedforms on the channel floor. Deglaciation is
recorded by widespread meltwater channels that show both the initial separation of Laurentide and
Melvile ice, and the successive retreat of Laurentide ice southward across Dundas Peninsula into
Viscount Melville Sound. Sedimentation from these channels deposited deltas marking deglacial
marine limit. Forty dates on shells collected from associated glaciomarine rhythmites record near-
synchronous ice retreat from M’Clure Strait and Dundas Peninsula to north-central Victoria Island
w11.5 ka BP. Along the adjacent coast of Banks Island, deglacial shorelines also record the retreat of
Laurentide ice both eastward through M’Clure Strait and southward into the island’s interior. The
elevation and age (w11.5 ka BP) of deglacial marine limit there is fully compatible with the record of ice
retreat on Melville Island. The last retreat of ice from Mercy Bay (northern Banks Island), previously
assigned to northward retreat into M’Clure Strait during the Early Wisconsinan, is contradicted by
geomorphic evidence for southward retreat into the island’s interior during the Late Wisconsinan. This
revision of the pattern and age of ice retreat across northern Banks Island results in a significant
simplification of the previous Quaternary model. Our observations support the amalgamation of
multiple till sheets – previously assigned to at least three pre-Late Wisconsinan glaciations – into the
Late Wisconsinan. This revision also removes their formally named marine transgressions and pro-
glacial lakes for which evidence is lacking. Erratics were also widely observed armouring meltwater
channels originating on the previously proposed never-glaciated landscape. An extensive Late Wis-
consinan Laurentide Ice Sheet across the western Canadian Arctic is compatible with similar evidence
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Fig. 1. Regional extent of North American ice during th
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for extensive Laurentide ice entering the Richardson Mountains (Yukon) farther south and with the
Innuitian Ice Sheet to the north. Widespread Late Wisconsinan ice, in a region previously thought to be
too arid to sustain it, has important implications for paleoclimate, ice sheet modelling, Arctic Ocean ice
and sediment delivery, and clarifying the northeast limit of Beringia.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

For the past half-century, maps portraying ice sheets in northern
North America during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) have shown
unglaciated islands in Arctic Canada lying distal to the NW Lau-
rentide Ice Sheet (Figs. 1 and 2; Prest, 1957, 1969; Dyke and Prest,
1987; Dyke et al., 2002; Dyke, 2004). Although these previous ice
sheet reconstructions have persisted broadly unchanged, they
remain speculative due to the lack of absolute dating control on
glacial and marine deposits in most areas. This ice-free terrain in the
western Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA) is anomalous, con-
trasting with the mainland record to the southwest where the
Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS) advanced to its Pleistocene limit, entering
the Richardson Mountains and Peel Plateau to impound proglacial
lakes in the Yukon during the Late Wisconsinan (Hughes et al.,1981;
Morlan et al., 1990; Duk-Rodkin and Hughes, 1991; Zazula et al.,
2004). To the north, the Innuitian Ice Sheet inundated the Queen
Elizabeth Islands connecting the Greenland and Laurentide Ice
Sheets (Blake, 1970; England, 1999; Dyke et al., 2002; England et al.,
2006). Furthermore, reconstructions of the eastern margin of the
LIS, showing unglaciated coastlines during the LGM (from Baffin
Island to Nova Scotia), have been revised, documenting ice advance
onto continental shelves (Dyke et al., 2002). Recent modelling of the
NW LIS, based on the analysis of landform assemblages on satellite
imagery, also supports a pervasive ice cover during the LGM,
including paleo-ice streams extending to the polar continental shelf
of the western CAA (Stokes et al., 2005, 2006, 2008).
e LGM (left) with inset of NW LIS
004). Note ice shelf occupying M’Clu
the LGM. Also, ice-dammed lakes I
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Here we report new fieldwork (2002–2008) conducted on Banks
and Melville islands (Fig. 2), reinvestigating the largest, purportedly
ice-free terrain in the western CAA during the LGM (Fig. 1). Previous
reconstructions of Late Wisconsinan glaciation show M’Clure Strait,
between Banks and Melville islands, to be either occupied by an ice
shelf emanating from the LIS (Dyke and Prest, 1987) or by an ice shelf
confined to its eastern entrance (Hodgson and Vincent, 1984).
Regardless of its extent, the Late Wisconsinan ice margin is presumed
to have on-lapped these coastlines by only a few kilometres, leaving
the extensive interiors of both islands ice-free during the LGM.
Within these interiors, previous authors have reported a succession
of older Laurentide till sheets assigned to multiple pre-Late Wis-
consinan glaciations (Vincent, 1982, 1983; Hodgson et al., 1984).
Recently, two solitary samples of woolly mammoth bone, collected
from these purportedly pre-Late Wisconsinan landscapes, radio-
carbon dated w22 ka BP (Harington, 2005). This evidence was
interpreted to confirm the status quo ice configuration during the
LGM, indeed strengthening it with the implied presence of ice-free
terrain that was suitable for sustaining megafauna (Fig. 1). Harington
(2005) proposed further that the mammoth remains ostensibly
record the northeast extremity of Beringia; the Ice Age refugium that
served as a land bridge, connecting NE Russia to Alaska and the
Yukon, and now, presumably, extending into the westernmost CAA.
Our research challenges this hypothesis.

We propose a fundamental revision of the paleogeography of
this region based on widespread air photo interpretation and six
field seasons of mapping Quaternary landforms and sediments
and local ice caps in the western CAA (right), taken from Dyke and Prest (1987), and
re Strait (separating Banks and Melville islands) with adjacent ice-free terrain covering
vitaruk and Ballast (Vincent 1982, 1983).

Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,



Fig. 2. Primary place names referred to in the text, along the coasts of Banks and Melville islands bordering M’Clure Strait.
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along opposing coasts of M’Clure Strait (Fig. 2). Our field collections
are supplemented by AMS radiocarbon dating of 73 shell samples
collected from glacial deposits (constraining the time of ice
advance) and from ice-contact raised marine sediments (con-
straining the time of ice retreat). These data indicate that the
grounded margin of the NW LIS was far more extensive during the
LGM than previous fieldworkers recognized. Our revision of
the configuration, dynamics and chronology of the NW LIS carries
important implications for the (1) glaciological and geophysical
modelling of the NW LIS (Tarasov and Peltier, 2004; Stokes et al.,
2005, 2006, 2008); (2) climate forcing responsible for such
Fig. 3. Distribution of previously mapped till sheets on Dundas Peninsula, Melville Island (
collected from these tills. Site numbers correspond to those listed in Table 1.
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a vigorous ice supply across what is today an arid region; (3) history
of conveyance of North American ice and sediment to the adjacent
Arctic Ocean where evidence for the passage of enigmatic ice sheets
has been described (Polyak et al., 2001, 2004, 2007; Engels et al.,
2008; Jakobsson et al., 2008a); (4) nature and magnitude of relative
sea level change in the western Canadian Arctic Archipelago (Dyke
et al., 2005); and (5) contact of the LIS with the northeast extremity
of Beringia (Maher, 1968; Harington, 2005). Properly under-
standing the style and chronology of glaciation is especially
important across Banks island because it is widely recognized to
contain the most complete terrestrial stratigraphic record in the
Hodgson et al. 1984). Note also site numbers (1–5) where ice-transported shells were

Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,
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CAA, spanning the Late Tertiary and Quaternary (Vincent, 1982,
1983, 1990, 1992; Clark et al., 1984; Barendregt et al., 1998).

2. Geological evidence

2.1. Previous Melville Island model

Four till sheets and two marine events mark past advances of
the LIS onto Dundas Peninsula, Melville Island (Fig. 3; Map 1583A in
Hodgson et al., 1984). All four till sheets contain sandstone, striated
carbonate and mafic volcanic erratics thought to be from Victoria
Island (100 km to the south, Fig. 2), as well as more distant granite
erratics from the mainland (Canadian Shield, >700 km to the
south; Tozer and Thorsteinsson, 1964). Dundas Till (Fig. 3) is the
most extensive and Hodgson et al. (1984) showed that it is
distributed across the southern half of Dundas Peninsula, crossing
its drainage divide but not extending to Liddon Gulf. Hodgson et al.
(1984, p. 8) describe Dundas Till as a ‘‘black clayey to sandy, and
commonly bouldery diamicton’’ that ‘‘marks the unequivocal
maximum limit of continental ice on central Melville Island’’ (p. 15).
The absolute age of Dundas Till was undetermined and inside its
limit, Hodgson et al. (1984) also report a prominent belt of kame-
like hills that extend for 75 km close to the peninsula’s divide,
300 m above sea level (asl; Fig. 4). The hills were attributed to
deposition ‘‘at or near the margin of a disintegrating ice sheet –
probably the ice sheet responsible for depositing Dundas Till’’
(Hodgson et al., 1984, p. 8). Striated clasts and rare shell fragments
occur on the hill surfaces overlying sand and gravel (massive to
stratified) at least 15–30 m thick.
Fig. 4. (a) View to southeast across southern Melville Island from Cape Victoria (Fig. 2). Verti
points to meltwater channel incised in lower ridge from former Laurentide ice in M’Clure S
ridge, parallel to the coast. (b) Close-up of same meltwater channel that contains small mora
d) Shield erratic in same valley. (e) Erratic-free plateau west of Cape Victoria (vertical arrow
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Bolduc Till crops out downslope (southward) from Dundas Till
and extends up to 10 km inland from Viscount Melville Sound
(Fig. 5a). It is silt-rich, commonly 2 m thick and displays little relief
to its inland edge where it is broadly accordant at w120 m asl. Two
shell samples previously collected from Bolduc Till yielded
conventional radiocarbon dates on bulk samples that were
considered to be beyond the range of analytical reliability,
presumably indicating an ice advance of great antiquity (>33 ka BP,
GSC-727 and 42.1 ka BP, GSC-787, inner fraction, Hodgson et al.,
1984). More recent work reports an AMS date (34.4 ka BP, TO-2406)
on a single valve of Hiatella arctica assigned to a marine trans-
gression overlying Bolduc Till (Vincent, 1992). Otherwise, Hodgson
et al. (1984) suggest that an absolute minimum age for Bolduc Till is
11.4 ka BP (GSC-3249), based on radiocarbon dating of H. arctica
collected from marine deposits directly overlying it near Cape
Clarendon, southern Dundas Peninsula (Fig. 2).

Along the outer northwest shore of Dundas Peninsula, Hodgson
et al. (1984) also map Liddon Till, presumably deposited by west-
flowing Laurentide ice that entered Liddon Gulf from M’Clure Strait
(Fig. 2). However, Hodgson et al. add that the inland limit of Liddon
Till (w5 km) is marked by ‘‘marginal drainage channels that occur
to at least 110 m asl and drain westwards, though the original
direction of ice movement is unknown’’ (presumably suggesting
that deposition from a former glacier descending out Liddon Gulf is
an option for Liddon Till). Liddon Till predominantly contains
sandstone, siltstone and chert; however, far-travelled erratics
(ultrabasic, granite and striated carbonate) also occur closer to the
modern coast. Hodgson et al. (1984) clarify that these erratics may
have been deposited by ice-rafting in the deglacial sea that reached
cal arrow marks Shield erratics on the highest local terrain (235 m asl), horizontal arrow
trait (to right). Meltwater from Laurentide ice cut the deep valley on inland side of the
ine with Shield erratics. (c) Large granite erratic in floor of deep valley shown in photo a.

in background) possibly recording cold-based Melville ice during Late Wisconsinan.

Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,



Fig. 5. (a) Flat-lying Bolduc Till. Note Table Hills (Dundas Till) on centre horizon. Shells (site 5a–f, Table 1) were collected here, w6 km west of Winter Harbour (Fig. 3). AMS dates on
these samples ranged from 25.4 to 37.9 ka BP (Table 2). Dark patches on till is vegetation (w30% of surface). (b) Aerial view of Table Hills (same site seen from photo a). (c) Surface
photo of Table Hills with prominent erratics from the mainland Precambrian Shield. Rare shells collected on slope to left AMS dated 29.0 to 48.2 ka BP (site 1a–m, Table 1). (d) Cairn
of erratic (Shield) boulders on Table Hills constructed by William Parry during visit to Winter Harbour (1819/20). Cairn is w1.5 m high and 6 m in diameter. Construction of cairn
cleaned-off the surface of the underlying gravel, indicating that glacial erratics form a thin scatter.
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w56 m asl, precluding their usefulness for determining the prov-
enance of Liddon Till (Hodgson et al., 1984). Like Bolduc Till, the
deposition of Liddon Till was considered to represent a discrete
advance following the one responsible for Dundas Till. Marine
sediments overlying Liddon Till contain H. arctica (56 m asl) that
dated 11.2 ka BP (GSC-3113), suggesting that both Bolduc and Lid-
don tills, though on opposite sides of the peninsula, are coeval
(Hodgson et al., 1984).

The most recent advance of Laurentide ice onto Dundas Penin-
sula is the least extensive and is marked by Winter Harbour Till that
reaches 2–20 km inland from the modern coast, for>80 km (Fig. 3).
It also occurs along the coasts of northern Banks and Victoria
islands to the south, and on Byam Martin Island to the east
(Hodgson and Vincent, 1984). Winter Harbour Till is light-toned
(high silt content), contains both whole valves and fragments of
marine bivalves, and, like Bolduc Till, is mostly featureless to its
inland limit (broadly accordant at <100 m asl). Ice-transported
shells at one site, collected on the crest of a moraine marking the
limit of Winter Harbour Till, yielded an age of 27.5 ka BP (GSC-667;
Hodgson et al., 1984). Winter Harbour Till overlies widespread
marine deposits containing shells (whole and paired valves) dated
between 11.1 and 11.4 ka BP (Hodgson et al., 1984). Winter Harbour
Till was attributed to a catastrophic readvance (400 km) of the NW
LIS that formed the Viscount Melville Sound Ice Shelf (60,000 km2)
at w10.0 ka BP (Hodgson and Vincent, 1982; see corrections made
to GSC dates, Footnote b, Table 2). Break up of the ice shelf was
proposed to have occurred by 9.3 ka BP (GSC-282) based on dated
shells overlying Winter Harbour Till on both Melville and Byam
Please cite this article in press as: England, J.H., et al., Revision of the NW
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Martin islands (Hodgson and Vincent, 1982). However, Dyke (1987)
alternatively proposed that the advance of the Viscount Melville
Sound Ice Shelf was constrained by shells underlying Winter
Harbour Till (Melville Island) dated 11.0 ka BP whereas its retreat
was constrained by shells dated 10.7 ka BP, collected from deglacial
sediments on Prince of Wales Island, located w300 km southeast
(up-ice) from Dundas Peninsula (see Footnote b, Table 2).
Notwithstanding differences in its proposed age, Winter Harbour
Till is recognized to date from the Late Wisconsinan whereas the
absolute ages of Bolduc/Liddon and Dundas tills were unknown
prior to our study. Recent observations concerning the advance and
retreat of the Viscount Melville Sound Ice Shelf are not presented
here but are the subject of a separate paper (England et al., in
preparation).

Hodgson (1992, p. 28) extended fieldwork to western Melville
Island where sparse erratics of southern provenance are reported at
‘‘all elevations’’ and attributed to one or more early Quaternary
continental ice sheets. Younger and widespread meltwater chan-
nels record the radial retreat of a local ice cap across the western
highlands where small glaciers occur today above 600 m asl (Bird,
1967). The limit and age of the former ice cap are unknown;
however, Hodgson (1992) suggests that many of the meltwater
channels appear to be Late Wisconsinan. The southern margin of
this ice cap deposited local till around the lowlands of Bailey Point
(mouth of Liddon Gulf, Fig. 2) where outlet glaciers coalesced,
exiting surrounding fiords. Along the length of Liddon Gulf,
Hodgson (1992, p. 30) shows a ‘‘speculative minimum limit’’ for the
ice cap that terminated along its north shore. This implies that
Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,
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throughout the Late Wisconsinan (if not for all previous glacia-
tions), the Melville and Laurentide ice margins were separated by
Liddon Gulf (Hodgson, 1992) as well as the northern half of Dundas
Peninsula (Hodgson et al., 1984). West of Liddon Gulf, along the
steep Melville Island coast of M’Clure Strait, Hodgson (1992) notes
that there is sparse evidence for former Melville or Laurentide ice
(the latter reportedly limited to <100 m asl). Based on this ice
thickness and the purportedly small amount of postglacial emer-
gence, Hodgson (1992, p. 30) concludes that eastern M’Clure Strait
‘‘was occupied by an ice shelf or partial buoyant ice, rather than
filled by grounded ice’’. At Bailey Pont, seaward of the local Melville
Island till, there is a silty, calcareous diamict containing erratics of
southern provenance that Hodgson (1992) considered equivalent to
Liddon Till (above). A minimum age (10.3 ka BP) on this Laurentide
till is provided by a date on overlying marine shells (GSC-324; Fyles,
1965; in Lowden et al., 1967).

The most prominent evidence reported by Hodgson (1992) for
Laurentide ice along M’Clure Strait occurs near the southwest tip
of Melville Island (Comfort Cove, Fig. 2). There, a sinuous ridge,
w1 km long and 20 m high, contains crystalline and carbonate
erratics at 96 m asl, 3 km inland from the coast. The ridge is
interpreted to be an esker deposited by Laurentide ice advancing
onshore from M’Clure Strait. Nearby, on the Comfort Cove
lowland, a till (5 m thick) contains crystalline and striated
carbonate erratics beneath deglacial marine silt (5 m thick). This
silt contains paired H. arctica dated 11.4 ka BP (GSC-4167) that are
assumed to immediately postdate deglaciation when relative sea
level was �60 m asl. Hodgson (1992, p. 18) adds that ‘‘there is no
reason to indicate that Laurentide ice met local Melville ice at this
location – or indeed, that there was ever local ice in the extreme
southwest’’.

Along M’Clure Strait, southeastward from Comfort Cove,
Hodgson (1992) reports marine limit to be �40 m asl both in
Warrington Inlet (where it overlies Laurentide till) and at Bailey
Point (Fig. 2). Farther to the southeast, Hodgson et al. (1984) report
marine limit at 55 m asl along the length of Liddon Gulf where it is
marked by a string of deltas, and by marine shells that extend to
56 m asl (11.2 ka BP, GSC-3113). Elsewhere in Liddon Gulf, fine-
grained sediments at 73 m asl west of Shellabear Point (Fig. 3) were
considered to be of unknown origin and age. On southern Dundas
Peninsula, Hodgson et al. (1984) report a former marine trans-
gression to � 90 m asl between Winter Harbour and Cape Provi-
dence (Fig. 3). The oldest dated shell sample (11.4 ka BP, GSC-3249)
associated with these deposits was collected at 58 m asl whereas
shells from a higher elevation (82 m asl) were younger (11.1 ka BP).
Both of these dated samples were collected from widespread
marine sediments underlying Winter Harbour Till, and neither
sample was related to a former relative sea level nor was it known
whether they had been redeposited upslope by the Viscount Mel-
ville Sound Ice Shelf. Hodgson et al. (1984) also recognized that this
marine unit occasionally occurs distal to (inland of) Winter Harbour
Till, overlying Bolduc Till. However, prior to our study, the only
available date on marine shells from these interior marine deposits
(distal to Winter Harbour Till) was 10.0 ka BP (GSC-278; Lowden
et al., 1967). Furthermore, whether these shells predated, were
coeval with, or postdated the deposition of Winter Harbour Till was
undetermined, as was the elevation and age of marine limit over-
lying Bolduc Till. Although Hodgson et al. (1984) reported anoma-
lously high deltaic sediments (124 m asl) near Cape Providence, the
origin of the water body into which they were deposited was
unknown. The primary objective of our Melville Island fieldwork
was to test the evidence for multiple pre-Late Wisconsinan glaci-
ations (as marked by Dundas and Bolduc tills), both presumably
preserved beyond the limit of Late Wisconsinan ice in the western
CAA (Fig. 1).
Please cite this article in press as: England, J.H., et al., Revision of the NW
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2.2. New observations from Melville Island

2.2.1. Ice advance
Here we report widespread observations across Dundas Penin-

sula and along the coast of M’Clure Strait based on air photo
interpretation and fieldwork (2002–2005). On Dundas Peninsula,
moraines and meltwater channels demonstrate that Laurentide ice
crossed the drainage divide advancing northward towards Liddon
Gulf. There, Laurentide ice coalesced with a trunk glacier occupying
Liddon Gulf emanating from a radially out-flowing, island-based ice
cap (Hodgson, 1992). The contact of Melville and Laurentide ice
along outer Liddon Gulf is marked by the southern (inland) limit of
prominent, coast-parallel moraines of Melville origin that are
flanked by westward-draining meltwater channels. Subsequent
separation of Melville and Laurentide ice is recorded by their
opposing meltwater channels (discussed below).

After Laurentide and Melville ice coalesced in outer Liddon Gulf,
they continued to advance westward through M’Clure Strait.
Geologic evidence for trunk ice in M’Clure Strait is scant due to the
steep coast of Melville Island; however, we mapped Shield erratics,
moraines and meltwater channels recording a former ice surface
reaching at least 235 m asl at Cape Victoria, w45 km northwest of
Liddon Gulf (Figs. 2 and 4). At that time, the water depth adjacent to
Cape Victoria was w445 m, i.e., the modern depth of M’Clure Strait
(400 m; Jakobsson et al., 2000, 2008b) plus the height of marine
limit (45 m asl) measured by us in Warrington Bay, nearby (Fig. 2).
Because a water depth of 445 m can only float an ice thickness up to
w400 m, the erratics at 635 m above the adjacent seafloor must
have been deposited by a trunk glacier that remained grounded to
at least central M’Clure Strait, precluding the reconstruction of
floating ice at this time (Dyke and Prest, 1987; Hodgson, 1992). At
the southwest tip of the island, 50 km west of Cape Victoria, the
upper limit of Laurentide ice was> 96 m asl (the height of the esker
noted by Hodgson, 1992). Because M’Clure Strait shallows in this
direction (300–400 m, Jakobsson et al., 2000, 2008b), similar esti-
mates of former ice thickness (based on esker height) to water
depth support the continuation of grounded ice at least this far
west. Elsewhere, at the east entrance to M’Clure Strait, prominent
fluting on the seafloor similarly record grounded ice just south of
Dundas Peninsula (Fig. 2; B. MacClean, 2005, personal communi-
cation). During emplacement of the flutings, water depth would
have been �500 m, including an accompanying glacioisostatic
depression of 100 (recorded by marine limit nearby). These flutings
are aligned with the strait and support the presence of a north-
westward-flowing ice stream (M’Clure Strait Ice Stream, Stokes
et al., 2005). The absence of more widespread Laurentide erratics
and meltwater channels along the Melville coast of M’Clure Strait
(Fig. 4e) may indicate that Laurentide ice was displaced offshore by
the radial outflow of the Melville Island Ice Cap occupying the
western highlands (Hodgson, 1992; Nixon and England, 2007).

Our age estimates for the Laurentide advances that deposited
both Dundas and Bolduc tills are constrained by two lines of
evidence, both based on Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS)
radiocarbon dates. These dates were obtained on (1) shell frag-
ments collected from both tills on Dundas Peninsula that provide
a maximum age for ice advance (discussed first); and (2) shells
collected from emergent glaciomarine deposits that record sedi-
mentation from these till sheets into their contemporary sea levels
(discussed in following section).

Eighteen shell fragments were collected from Laurentide till
close to the drainage divide of Dundas Peninsula and dated indi-
vidually to avoid a mixture of ages (Table Hills and Cape Hay, sites 1
and 2, respectively, Fig. 3 and Table 1). Collectively, the AMS dates
obtained from Dundas Till range from 24 to 49 ka BP, the youngest of
which provides the best maximum age for the ice advance
Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,



Table 1
Radiocarbon dates on shell fragments in till.

Site # Location Machine age � Lab No. Reservoir
Corr. age,
�740yr

� Elevation
(m asl)

Latitude Longitude Species Comments

1a Table Hills 40,210 620 TO-12139 39,470 620 152 74 480 4200 111 010 28.200 Shell frag Dundas till
1b Table Hills 35,630 370 TO-10636 34,890 370 152 74 480 4200 111 010 28.200 Shell frag Dundas till
1c Table Hills 35,630 370 TO-10636 34,890 370 152 74 480 4200 111 010 28.200 Shell frag Dundas till
1d Table Hills 30,210 250 TO-10637 29,470 250 152 74 480 4200 111 010 28.200 Shell frag Dundas till
1e Table Hills 48,900 3000 UCIAMS-25400 48,160 3000 152 74 480 4200 111 010 28.200 Shell frag Dundas till
1f Table Hills >46,900 N/A UCIAMS-25401 N/A N/A 152 74 480 4200 111 010 28.200 Shell frag Dundas till
1g Table Hills 45,310 1000 TO-12127 44,570 1000 w150 74 480 4300 111 010 28.400 Shell frag Dundas till
1h Table Hills 38,820 630 TO-12126 38,080 630 w150 74 480 4300 111 010 28.400 Shell frag Dundas till
1i Table Hills 35,980 600 UCIAMS-25404 35,240 600 w150 74 480 4300 111 010 28.400 Shell frag Dundas till
1j Table Hills 43,800 1600 UCIAMS-25405 43,060 1600 w150 74 480 4300 111 010 28.400 Shell frag Dundas till
1k Table Hills 29,740 260 TO-12128 29,000 260 w120 74 480 4300 111 010 28.400 Shell frag Dundas till
1l Table Hills 36,070 450 TO-12129 35,330 450 w120 74 480 4300 111 010 28.400 Shell frag Dundas till
1m Table Hills 43,350 740 UCIAMS-24773 42,610 740 w120 74 480 4300 111 010 28.400 Shell frag Dundas till
2a Cape Hay 25,170 220 TO-12124 24,430 220 >120 74 370 28.700 112 100 49.200 Shell frag Dundas till
2b Cape Hay 30,190 310 TO-12125 29,450 310 >120 74 370 28.700 112 100 49.200 Shell frag Dundas till
2c Cape Hay 48,800 1400 UCIAMS-24771 48,060 1400 >120 74 370 28.700 112 100 49.200 Shell frag Dundas till
2d Cape Hay 41,870 620 UCIAMS-24772 41,130 620 >120 74 370 28.700 112 100 49.200 Shell frag Dundas till
2e Cape Hay 50,300 3500 UCIAMS-25402 49,560 3500 >120 74 370 28.700 112 100 49.200 Shell frag Dundas till
3a Cape Clarendon 27,010 200 TO-11296 26,270 200 82 74 370 1200 111 290 0600 Shell frag Bolduc till
3b Cape Clarendon 36,170 310 UCIAMS-24776 35,430 310 82 74 370 1200 111 290 0600 Shell frag Bolduc till
3c Cape Clarendon 26,510 500 TO-11300 25,770 500 108 74 37.070 111 35.350 Shell frag Bolduc till
3d Cape Clarendon 42,580 680 UCIAMS-24778 41,840 680 108 74 37.070 111 35.350 Shell frag Bolduc till
3e Cape Clarendon 31,400 300 TO-11301 30,660 300 w95 74 37.70 111 24.90 Shell frag Bolduc till
3f Cape Clarendon 41,300 570 UCIAMS-24779 40,560 570 w95 74 37.70 111 24.90 Shell frag Bolduc till
3g Cape Clarendon 31,750 190 UCIAMS-24780 31,010 190 w95 74 37.70 111 24.90 Shell frag Bolduc till
3h Cape Clarendon 30,000 260 TO-11302 29,260 260 w92 74 37.70 111 24.90 Shell frag Bolduc till
3i Cape Clarendon 30,170 150 UCIAMS-24781 29,430 150 w92 74 37.70 111 24.90 Shell frag Bolduc till
3j Cape Clarendon 34,670 260 UCIAMS-24782 33,930 260 w92 74 37.70 111 24.90 Shell frag Bolduc till
4a Cape Phipps 25,520 200 TO-10625 24,780 200 w48 74 430 08.700 110 590 13.700 Shell frag Bolduc till
4b Cape Phipps 28,810 250 TO-10626 28,070 250 w48 74 430 08.700 110 590 13.700 Shell frag Bolduc till
4c Cape Phipps 27,860 250 TO-10627 27,120 250 w48 74 430 08.700 110 590 13.700 Shell frag Bolduc till
4d Cape Phipps 42,840 690 UCIAMS-24789 42,100 690 w48 74 430 08.700 110 590 13.700 Shell frag Bolduc till
4e Cape Phipps 38,970 430 UCIAMS-24790 38,230 430 w48 74 430 08.700 110 590 13.700 Shell frag Bolduc till
4f Cape Phipps 33,930 470 UCIAMS-25398 33,190 470 w48 74 430 08.700 110 590 13.700 Shell frag Bolduc till
5a Winter Harbour 26,170 200 TO-10633 25,430 200 w104 74 470 26.500 110 580 22.100 Shell frag Bolduc till
5b Winter Harbour 29,190 220 TO-10634 28,450 220 w104 74 470 26.500 110 580 22.100 Shell frag Bolduc till
5c Winter Harbour 26,280 370 TO-10635 25,540 370 w104 74 470 26.500 110 580 22.100 Shell frag Bolduc till
5d Winter Harbour 35,560 290 UCIAMS-24791 34,820 290 w104 74 470 26.500 110 580 22.100 Shell frag Bolduc till
5e Winter Harbour 38,640 410 UCIAMS-24792 37,900 410 w104 74 470 26.500 110 580 22.100 Shell frag Bolduc till
5f Winter Harbour 38,190 780 UCIAMS-25399 37,450 780 w104 74 470 26.500 110 580 22.100 Shell frag Bolduc till
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responsible for the till. Six dates are between 24 and 35 ka BP
whereas the remainder (12 dates) range from 35 to 49 ka BP (Table
1). Based on the standard errors of these age determinations and the
current resolution of AMS dating, we consider all but one of these
ages to be finite (UCIAMS-25401, site 1f, Table 1; J. Southon, 2007,
personal communication). This interpretation is consistent with
that of Dyke et al. (2002, p. 11) concerning similar dates on appar-
ently uncontaminated erratic shells in till, many of which ‘‘have ages
well below the upper limits of radiocarbon dating (w50 ka)’’.

Bolduc Till (south flank of Dundas Peninsula, Figs. 3 and 5a) is
dated by 22 AMS age determinations on individual shell fragments
collected at three locations (sites 3–5, Fig. 3 and Table 1). The
youngest date was 24.8 ka BP (site 4a, Table 1) whereas four
determinations from Buldoc Till at Cape Clarendon yielded similar
ages (29–31 ka BP) provided by two labs (IsoTrace Laboratory and
Keck Carbon Cycle AMS Facility; see 3e, g, h and i, Table 1). Else-
where, the oldest date obtained on shells collected from Bolduc Till
was 42.1 ka BP (site 4d, Table 1). Overall, the shell dates obtained
from Bolduc Till correspond to Marine Isotope Stage 3 (MIS3), and
are similar to the dates obtained on Dundas Till, supporting the
deposition of both tills during the Late Wisconsinan (Table 1).

2.2.2. Pattern of ice retreat
The retreat of coalescent Laurentide and Melville ice pro-

gressed southeastward through M’Clure Strait from Comfort Cove
Please cite this article in press as: England, J.H., et al., Revision of the NW
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to Liddon Gulf (Fig. 2). Geomorphic evidence for this retreat is
sparse along this cliffed coastline and is best recorded by deglacial
marine limit (below). In contrast, the successive separation of
Laurentide and Melville ice is well preserved across western
Dundas Peninsula (w4000 km2) where we have mapped the
pattern of widespread meltwater channels and moraines (Fig. 6).
From their previous contact on northern Dundas Peninsula, Mel-
ville ice retreated northward into Liddon Gulf while Laurentide ice
retreated southward (inland) towards the peninsula’s divide. The
northward retreat of Melville ice deposited coast-parallel
moraines and meltwater channels (Fig. 6) that are well preserved
westward from Shellabear Point (Fig. 2). This belt of moraines
includes what Hodgson et al. (1984) described as Liddon Till, that
they attributed to Laurentide ice entering from M’Clure Strait,
based on the presence of low-elevation erratics of southern
provenance. During our fieldwork along the coast of Liddon Gulf,
granite and mafic erratics (of southern provenance) were
commonly observed within deglacial marine rhythmites and we
reinterpret similar low-elevation erratics in Liddon Till to be the
product of deglacial ice-rafting. Therefore, we reassign the Liddon
Till of Hodgson et al. (1984) to deposition by Melville ice that
extends seaward from the previous Laurentide contact. Continued
retreat of Melville ice eastward from Shellabear Point is marked by
coast-parallel meltwater channels cut in bedrock above the coast
of Liddon Gulf (Figs. 6 and 7).
Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,



Fig. 6. Western Dundas Peninsula, showing prominent moraines and meltwater channels deposited by Melville and Laurentide ice, as mapped by authors from aerial photographs.
Note contact between Laurentide and Melville ice (yellow line) and their subsequent separation marked by opposing meltwater channels. Southward retreat of Laurentide ice across
the peninsula to Viscount Melville Sound is recorded by prominent and widespread meltwater channels.
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Following separation from Melville ice in Liddon Gulf, Lauren-
tide ice underwent successive southward retreat across the interior
of Dundas Peninsula and into Viscount Melville Sound (Fig. 6).
Initial Laurentide retreat upslope from Liddon Gulf produced nested
sets of meltwater channels extending towards the drainage divide.
Discharge from these successive ice margins continued to utilize
several prominent proglacial channels draining to Liddon Gulf that
today exhibit deeply incised bedrock meanders. Laurentide
outwash is also evident in the valley leading to Peddie Point (Fig. 6)
where fluvial terraces extend to marine limit and shell-bearing,
glaciomarine rhythmites downslope. The ability of Laurentide
outwash to cross-coastal areas previously covered by Melville ice
requires that Laurentide ice still occupied the upper reaches of
Liddon Gulf drainages after Melville ice had retreated farther east.

Continuing southward retreat of Laurentide ice eventually
crossed the peninsula’s drainage divide, progressing downslope
Fig. 7. (a) Lake occupying meltwater channel cut in bedrock marking the margin of northw
(b) Similar meltwater channels cut in bedrock along the margin of outer Liddon Gulf, just n
this coastline (view is to south across interior Dundas).
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into Viscount Melville Sound (Fig. 6). Whereas occasional channels
breach the divide from impounded proglacial lakes (to the south),
most channels occur farther downslope, trending obliquely across
contour. These channels form conspicuous subparallel arcs that
wrap around the peninsula documenting the progressive wastage
of the Laurentide ice margin (Fig. 6). The larger of these meltwater
channels are more aptly described as canyons, some reaching
>10 km long, 40–60 m deep and w1 km wide. Given their size,
many of these channels are likely multi-generational but their
latest occupancy by meltwater is tied to the fossiliferous raised
marine deposits encircling Dundas Peninsula (discussed below).

As described by Hodgson et al. (1984), prominent ice-contact
hills cored by well-sorted sand and gravel also occur close to the
drainage divide of Dundas Peninsula and are closely associated
with Dundas Till (Figs. 3, 5 and 8). Our investigation of these hills
revealed a prominent imbricate geometry that suggests localized
ard retreating Melville ice to Liddon Gulf (see Fig. 6). View is westward, out the inlet.
ortheast of Shellabear Point. Channels record the continued retreat of Melville ice from

Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,



Fig. 8. (a) Oblique aerial photo of southeast Dundas Peninsula, near Cape Hay (Fig. 2). View to ENE towards Cape Providence with Viscount Melville Sound at top right. These hills
have previously been described as ‘‘kames’’. A scatter of erratics, including sparse shell fragments occurs at the surface overlying well-sorted gravel. We reinterpret these hills as ice-
thrust fluvial gravels (late Tertiary Beaufort Formation; Fyles, 1990). (b) Close-up of scattered erratics (larger clasts, >10 cm) on the surface of well-sorted gravel that cores the hills in
photo a.
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displacement by ice-thrusting (Fig. 8a). The presence of erratic
shells on their surface further suggests that the thrusting occurred
when Laurentide ice initially advanced upslope (under compressive
flow) from Viscount Melville Sound, though redepositon of shelly
till during ice retreat cannot be excluded. Although the composition
of the hills (Fig. 8b) bears resemblance to kames (Hodgson et al.,
1984) we re-interpret them to be cored by preglacial fluvial gravel
(Late Tertiary Beaufort Formation; Fyles, 1990) previously recog-
nized on the peninsula close to the drainage divide.

2.2.3. Chronology of ice retreat
The minimum age for the Dundas and Bolduc tills is provided by

AMS dates obtained on shells collected from glaciomarine sedi-
ments that either overly these tills or prograded from meltwater
channels crossing them. As is the case elsewhere in Arctic Canada,
the age and elevation of marine limit document the time of
deglaciation and provide a measure of subsequent glacioisostatic
unloading (Andrews, 1970). Here we report 22 new shell samples
related to marine limit that we collected and dated along M’Clure
Strait and around Dundas Peninsula (sites 1–11, Table 2). These
dates predominantly fall between 11.0 and 11.6 ka BP.

On southwest Melville Island, marine limit (Fig. 9) is marked by
a small ice-contact delta (45 m asl) along the coast w4 km south of
Comfort Cove (Fig. 2; Hodgson et al., 1984). This delta marks the
deglacial sea level inside the former Laurentide ice margin that
deposited the 96 m esker nearby. Deposition of the delta is
considered to be coeval with the bottomset silt (overlying Lau-
rentide till) dated 11.4 ka BP (Fig. 10; Hodgson et al., 1984). Although
we surveyed several other washing limits and terraces (w45 m asl)
around Comfort Cove, we did not observe evidence for a marine
limit as high as 60 m asl whose location was unspecified (Hodgson
et al., 1984). Eastward along M’Clure Strait, we observed deltas
marking marine limit (44 m asl, Fig. 9) on both sides of Warrington
Bay that remains undated. This elevation is similar to the upper-
most silt and deltas noted by Hodgson (1992) in Warrington Bay,
underlain by Laurentide till.

Marine limit continues to rise eastward along M’Clure Strait
where deglacial deltas at Bailey Point reach 62 m asl (Fig. 9),
replacing the previous estimate of marine limit for this area (40 m
asl; Hodgson, 1992). Deglacial marine silt, overlying bedrock on the
intervening lowland between 62 m deltas, contains shells dated
11.6 ka BP (TO-12113, site 2b, Table 2 and Fig. 10). Other shell
collections within 15 km of this site show similar ages. We also
surveyed a marine limit delta (undated) at 61 m asl along the outer
north shore of Liddon Gulf (48 km east of Bailey Point, Fig. 9).
Please cite this article in press as: England, J.H., et al., Revision of the NW
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Along the outer south shore of Liddon Gulf we surveyed 40 km
of the coast, where numerous deltas and washing limits mark
marine limit between 64 and �74 m asl (Fig. 9). Although deltas
also occur at 55 m asl (Hodgson et al., 1984) these must postdate
the higher sea levels (to 74 m asl) reported here. Our observations
indicate that the larger deltas marking marine limit along outer
Liddon Gulf are confined to the main valleys where they were
supplied by outwash from Laurentide ice (discussed earlier). These
deltas are associated with thick outliers of glaciomarine silt along
their seaward margins, interpreted as distal bottomset beds. The
oldest shell sample collected from these bottomset beds dates
w11.5 ka BP, slightly older than the previously reported date of
11.2 ka BP (GSC-3113; Hodgson et al., 1984; site 6b, Table 2 and
Fig. 10). Elsewhere, occasional fan deltas, at similar elevations,
coincide with the lowermost coastal meltwater channels bordering
Melville ice as it was retreating offshore.

Marine limit rises across Dundas Peninsula where we surveyed
50 km of the Viscount Melville Sound coastline. The highest marine
limit occurs at the south end of the peninsula (Cape Providence,
Figs. 2 and 9) where thick glaciomarine silt rises to w85 m asl,
below littoral deposits extending to �95–�110 m asl (Fig. 11a). The
basal part of the glaciomarine silt contains abundant Shield erratics
and paired valves of H. arctica (26 m asl) dated 11.2 ka BP (TO-11318,
site 8a, Table 2). In this vicinity, Hodgson et al. (1984, p. 22) also
report ‘‘deltaic sediments’’ at 124 m asl that they considered to be
of unknown origin (lacustrine or marine). We reinvestigated this
site, and due to the nature of these sediments (silt), and the
widespread overriding of this coast by the Viscount Melville Sound
Ice Shelf that abuts them (post 11.2 ka BP), these sediments are not
considered to record either a former delta or a 124 m sea level.

Eastward from Cape Providence, marine limit descends to 85 m
asl at Cape Clarendon and to 75 m asl at Cape Phipps (Fig. 9). Along
this coastline, shells in marine sediments were collected from two
different settings. Firstly, from a previously unrecognized marine
moat or brackish ‘epishelf lake’ that flanked the Laurentide ice as it
initially retreated offshore (Fig. 12). Modern epishelf lakes,
impounded along the inland margin of the George VI Ice Shelf,
Antarctic Peninsula, commonly display stratified water bodies,
including an upper fresh water layer overlying a lower marine layer
(Smith et al., 2006). Most epishelf lake sediments along southern
Dundas Peninsula were left undisturbed during the subsequent
advance of the Viscount Melville Sound Ice Shelf that deposited
Winter Harbour Till on their seaward margin (Fig. 3). However, our
second category of dated shells was collected from the epishelf lake
sediments that were overridden, and now crop out as windows
Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,



Table 2
Deglacial radiocarbon dates.

Site # Location Machine
Age

� Lab No. Reservoir
Corr. age,
�740yr

� Enclosing
material

Elevation
(m asl)

Related
RSL

Latitude Longitude Species Comments

Melville Island
1a Comfort Cove 11,970 110 TO-12135 11,230 110 Marine silt 4 >4–�45 74 18.3800 117 34.5570 H. arctica Paired valves in marine silt overlying Laurentide till
1b Comfort Cove 11,700 110 GSC-4167 11,360 110 Marine silt 6 >6–�45 74 18.30 114 350 H. arctica Same site as above, date from Hodgson et al. (1984)
2a Bailey Point 12,110 90 TO-12112 11,370 90 Marine silt 38 >38 75 01.1430 114 45.790 H. arctica Paired valves on west side of small stream
2b Bailey Point 12,300 90 TO-12113 11,560 90 Marine silt w38 >38–�61 75 01.1430 114 45.790 H. arctica 100 m from TO-1212, in mud overlying bedrock
3a Bailey Point 12,130 100 TO-12117 11,390 100 Surface 27 >27 74 58.560 114 58.560 H. arctica Same site as above
3b Bailey Point 11,930 100 TO-12116 11,190 100 Surface 27 >27 74 58.560 114 58.560 H. arctica On crest of local moraine, S. of small lake
4a Peddie Pointa 13,540 100 TO-11340 12,800 100 Marine silt 41 �68–�74 74 47.10 114 03.40 P. arctica Exceptional age due to exaggerated reservoir effect

common to this species
4b Peddie Pointa 11,680 90 TO-11341 10,940 90 Marine silt 41 �68–�74 74 47.10 114 03.40 H. arctica From same site as above, date takes precedence

over TO-11340
4a W. of Peddie 11,940 110 TO-11343 11,200 110 Marine silt 30 �65 74 45.670 114 11.370 H. arctica Deglacial seds from ice retreating inland
6a W. of Shellabear

Point
12,220 90 TO-11849 11,480 90 Marine silt 52 �64 74 490 0200 113 420 14.200 H. arctica Silt rise to nearby ML delta (64 ma asl)

6b W. of Shellabear
Pointb

11,500 260 GSC-3113 11,160 260 Marine silt 56 >56 74 490 113 420 H.arctica Same locality as above (Hodgson et al. 1984)

6c W. of Shellabear
Point

11,910 80 TO-11339 11,170 80 Massive sand 22 >25 74 47.90 113 58.50 H. arctica Shell frag. redeposited in coastal delta

7a Shellabear Point 12,290 80 TO-11335 11,550 80 Surface 55 >55–�70 74 49.20 113 36.80 H. arctica On distal face of 55 m delta, redpeposited?
7b Shellabear Point 11,670 80 TO-11334 10,930 80 Marine silt 55 �55 74 49.20 113 36.80 H. arctica 100 m distal to 55 m delta
8a Cape Providence 11,930 110 TO-11318 #N/A 110 Marine silt w26 �85–�128 74 270 34.500 112 110 23.700 H. arctica Paired valves in basal silt with Shield erratics
8b Cape Providence 11,780 100 TO-11307 #N/A 100 Marine silt w53 >53 74 280 3900 112 040 4700 H. arctica Beneath Winter Harbour Till, 2 km E. of site 4a
9a W. of Cape

Clarendon
12,260 100 TO-11308 #N/A 100 Marine silt w74 >90 74 300 1300 111 480 13.700 H. arctica Beneath Winter Harbour Till, similar to site 9c, below

9b W. of Cape
Clarendon

11,840 25 UCIAMS-24783 11,100 25 Marine silt w74 >90 74 300 1300 111 480 13.700 H. arctica From same sample as above

9c W. of Cape
Clarendonb

11,700 100 GSC-3249 11,360 100 Marine silt 58 >82? 74 30.70 111 420 H. arctica Beneath Winter Harbour Till, w3 km east of site 9a,
from Hodgson et al. (1984)

10a E. of Cape
Clarendon

11,870 90 TO-11305 #N/A 90 Foreset bed 76 85 74 36.060 111 27.760 H. arctica Distal to Winter Harbour Till, underlying deglacial
(Bolduc) ML

10b E. of Cape
Clarendon

12,040 90 TO-12137 11,310 90 Marine silt w80 85 74 340 1000 111 32.50 H. arctica Beneath Winter Harbour Till, on distal (inland)
face of 85 m terrace

10c E. of Cape
Clarendonb

11,400 130 GSC-3111 11,060 130 Marine silt 82 >82 74 32.70 111 32.50 H. arctica Beneath Winter Harbour Till, near site 10b,
from Hodgson et al. (1984)

11a Cape Phipps 12,130 90 TO-10628 #N/A 90 Surface 66 >66–�75 74 410 34.100 110 560 7.600 H. arctica Whole valves on sand berm
11b Cape Phipps 11,700 90 TO-10629 #N/A 90 Surface 70 �70 74 410 34.100 110 560 7.600 H. arctica Whole valves on sand berm
11c Cape Phipps 12,040 100 TO-11311 #N/A 100 Surface 75 75 74 400 25.700 110 570 55.200 H. arctica At washing limit (ML), no shells above
11d Cape Phipps 12,370 110 TO-11313 11,630 110 Marine silt w62 72 74 410 31.900 111 000 13.100 H. arctica Paired valves underlying deglacial ML
11e Cape Phipps 11,710 90 TO-11344 #N/A 90 Marine silt 60 >60–�75 74 130 8.100 110 570 14.500 H. arctica Paired valves underlying abrasional terace

Banks Island
12a Mercy Bay 12,170 25 UCIAMS-24793 11,430 25 Marine clay 0.5–1.5 41 74 00.1260 119 11.8260 C. kurriana Rare shells in coastal clay beneath sand

that rises inland to ML
12b Mercy Bay 12,380 110 TO-12496 11,640 110 Marine clay 0.5–1.5 41 74 00.1260 119 11.8260 C. kurriana Same site as above
12c Mercy Bay 12,345 30 UCIAMS-24794 11,605 30 Marine clay 0.5–1.5 41 74 00.1260 119 11.8260 H.arctica Same site as above
12d Mercy Bay 11,970 100 TO-12497 11,230 100 Marine clay 0.5–1.5 41 74 00.1260 119 11.8260 H. arctica Same site as above
12e Mercy Bay 11,800 70 TO-12841 11,060 70 Marine clay 0.5–1.5 41 74 00.1260 119 11.8260 H. arctica Same site as above
12f Mercy Bay 11,910 100 TO-12842 11,170 100 Marine clay 0.5–1.5 41 74 00.1260 119 11.8260 H. arctica Same site as above
12g Mercy Bay 12,200 100 TO-12499 11,460 100 Marine clay 0 41 74 00.1260 119 11.8260 H. arctica Eroding from intertidal clay that extends

offshore from section
13a M0Clure Straitb 11,300 190 GSC-5096 10,960 190 Marine silt 1.75 20? 74 15.300 119 200 H. arctica Only available date on shells on north coast,

from Vincent (1992)
14a The Gap 12,200 90 TO-12491 11,460 90 Surface 41 >46–�60 73 35.0820 115 31.2240 H. arctica Whole, juvenile valves in stream bed cut

into silt and sand.
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through Winter Harbour Till (Fig. 12). These subtill marine sedi-
ments were previously described and dated by Hodgson et al.
(1984); however, prior to our study their distribution inland from
Winter Harbour Till, and their relation to either the Dundas or
Buldoc tills were unresolved.

The best-preserved marine limit occurs around capes Phipps
and Clarendon where it marks the limit of the inland, epishelf lake
that trims Bolduc Till. For example, at Cape Clarendon, marine limit
in the epishelf lake is marked by an ice-fed delta (85 m asl) whose
foreset beds dip inland, deposited from a Laurentide ice margin
retreating offshore (Fig. 11b). Paired valves of H. arctica within these
foreset beds date 11.1 ka BP (TO-11305, site 10a, Table 2). Other
undisturbed marine sediments are widespread inland from the
delta and blanket large areas of the former epishelf lake, off-lapping
Bolduc Till.

Similar marine sediments also occur distal to the limit of Winter
Harbour Till at Cape Phipps (Fig. 3) where berms, washing limits
and deltas extend to marine limit (75 m asl, Fig. 9). Shells are
common at and within 20 m of this marine limit, many samples
dating between 11.0 and 11.4 ka BP (sites 11a–c, Table 2 and Fig. 10).
Because shells extend to marine limit inland of Cape Phipps, the
stratified epishelf lake must have been replaced by a marine
embayment at least occasionally (as noted in Antarctica, Smith
et al., 2006). Northward, at the inland limit of the epishelf lake
(Cape Phipps), marine limit descends to 72 m asl where it overlies
glaciomarine silt (>10 m thick) containing abundant, paired valves
of H. arctica dating 11.6 ka BP (site 11d, Table 2, Figs. 9 and 10).
Between Cape Providence and Cape Clarendon, similar deglacial
dates (�11 ka BP) were obtained on shells collected from wide-
spread marine silt underlying or protruding through Winter
Harbour Till (Fig. 10; sites 8b, 9a–c, 10b, c; Table 2). All of these dates
are related to sedimentation during the initial retreat of Laurentide
ice into Viscount Melville Sound prior to the readvance of ice that
capped them with Winter Harbour Till (Fig. 12).

The elevation and age of marine limit on both the north and
south shores of Dundas Peninsula conform to the gradient and age
of marine limit surveyed along the north shore of M’Clure Strait as
far west as Comfort Cove (Figs. 9 and 10). These deglacial dates are
compatible with the AMS dates of approximately 24–49 ka BP for
preceding ice advance, obtained on shells incorporated in both
Dundas and Bolduc tills (Fig. 12). Collectively, this chronology
indicates that ice advance and retreat across both till sheets dates
from the Late Wisconsinan (Fig. 12). The question then follows:
how could pervasive Laurentide ice cross southern Melville Island
(Dundas Peninsula) and fill most, if not all of M’Clure Strait during
the Late Wisconsinan, while leaving most of Banks Island ice-free,
as long-standing models propose (Vincent, 1982; Dyke and Prest,
1987; Dyke et al., 2002; Dyke, 2004)? This seeming contradiction
compelled us to extend our fieldwork to northern Banks Island
(2005–2008) to address these differences.

2.3. Previous Banks Island model

More than half a century ago, the earliest observations of the
Quaternary geology of Banks Island suggested that the limit of
glaciation was restricted to its south and east coasts, leaving the
western and northern coasts unglaciated (Hobbs, 1945; Porsild,
1950; Prest, 1957; Wilson, 1958). The second Glacial map of Canada
(Prest et al., 1968; Prest, 1969) showed Late Wisconsinan ice
covering the southwest, south and east coasts, and included an ice
margin advancing southward (inland) from M’Clure Strait
throughout Mercy Bay, as retained by Vincent (1982, 1983). The
remainder of the island, farther west, was purportedly glaciated
during the pre-Wisconsinan whereas sections around the south-
west coast were recognized to contain sediments of interglacial age
Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,



Fig. 9. Elevation of marine limit (m asl) surveyed throughout the field area, including observations on Victoria Island (Hodgson 1994). Note rise of marine limit across the field area
from northwest to southeast, as well as its decline to the northeast along southern Dundas Peninsula.
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(Craig and Fyles, 1960, 1965; Kuc, 1974). An historical review of the
LIS is presented in Prest (1990).

The established model for the Quaternary geology of Banks
Island (Fig. 1) elaborates significantly on these earlier observations.
Three independent glaciations have been formally named, their
ages successively increasing westward across the island, finally
terminating against a never-glaciated landscape occupying its
northwest corner (Vincent, 1982, 1983; Fig. 13). These glaciations
were all attributed to former ice sheets that advanced from the
southeast, transporting erratics sourced from the Canadian Shield
of mainland Canada. Each glaciation is marked by discontinuous till
sheets apparently differentiated by well-defined ice marginal
features and major textural differences (Vincent, 1982, 1983).
Furthermore, all but the Banks Glaciation is assigned an associated
marine shoreline that records a discrete interval of glacioisostatic
adjustment following ice retreat (see below). Correlative till sheets
and marine deposits are also identified in the subsurface, separated
by deposits assigned to two interglaciations (Vincent et al., 1983;
Vincent, 1990). Subsequent reconstructions of subsurface deposits,
chronologically constrained by paleomagnetism, demonstrate that
this sequence is more diverse than originally proposed (Barendregt
and Vincent, 1990; Barendregt et al., 1998).

The oldest and most extensive glaciation (Banks Glaciation,
Fig. 13) was assigned an age of >780 ka BP, based on magnetically
reversed, subsurface sediments that are presumed to be correlative
with it (Vincent et al., 1983). The subsequent Thomsen Glaciation,
following the Morgan Bluffs Interglaciation (Vincent, 1982, 1983,
1990), was shown to be confined predominantly to the east half of
the island. As mapped by Vincent, Thomsen ice also crossed the
island’s interior as a narrow lobe following the Thomsen Lowland
to the north coast where it entered Mercy and Castel bays (Fig. 13).
Please cite this article in press as: England, J.H., et al., Revision of the NW
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Distal to the Thomsen limit, most of Banks Island was presumably
transgressed by the ‘Big Sea’ (up to 215 m asl; Vincent, 1982).
Outwash from the Thomsen ice would have drained directly into
the Big Sea along its western margin, and into Mercy and Castel
bays to the north. Building on earlier observations by Fyles (1965,
1969), Vincent (1982, 1983) also reports that Thomsen ice
impounded Glacial Lake Parker (initially to 245 m asl) against ice-
free highlands inland of Parker Point, northeast Banks Island
(Fig. 13). The inferred outlet of this lake flowed westward to the
Thomsen Lowland where it would have been deflected northward
by the Thomsen ice lobe.

After the retreat of Thomsen ice, the Big Sea is shown to extend
across Banks Island from the Beaufort Sea in the west to Prince of
Wales Strait in the east (Fig. 2). Vincent (1982, p. 223) reports that
Big Sea sediments are ‘‘clearly identified in numerous sections on
the east coast’’ underlying Jesse Till, below 200 m asl. As well,
Vincent (1983, Map 1565A) shows fine-grained deposits attributed
to the Big Sea forming a coastal band (>2 km wide, >70 km long)
that fringes the northeast tip of the island. Furthermore, Big Sea
sediments farther southwest are shown to encircle several lakes
inland of Prince of Wales Strait. Big Sea sediments are described as
unfossiliferous marine rhythmites capped with ‘‘shell-bearing
deltaic sand and gravel’’ (Vincent, 1982, p. 223). Because all of these
surface exposures of ostensibly Big Sea sediments occur within the
limit of younger Jesse Till (below), they would have to be windows
of exhumed or incompletely buried, older units. Within sediments
attributed to the Big Sea, shells have been reported from only one
site (‘‘Sarfarssuk River’’) bordering Prince of Wales Strait, and these
yielded amino acid ratios that are considered to predate the last
interglaciation (Sangamonian, MIS 5e, >120 ka BP). An AMS 14C
date (24.3 ka BP, TO-650) was also obtained on a shell fragment
Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,



Fig. 10. Deglacial dates obtained throughout the field area, including selected dates from Hodgson et al. (1984) and Hodgson (1992) on Melville Island; from Vincent (1992) on
northern Banks Island, and by Hodgson (1994) on northern Victoria Island. Site numbers correspond to those listed in Table 2.
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from this site, together with a Th/U determination of 31.8 ka BP
(UQT-142; Vincent, 1992). However, the possibility that these shells
(‘‘Sarfarssuk River’’) were ice-transported was also recognized
(Dyke, 1987).

The Amundsen Glaciation (youngest) was subdivided into two
stades: the M’Clure Stade (Early Wisconsinan) and the Russell Stade
(Late Wisconsinan, Fig. 13). During the M’Clure Stade, ice flanked all
but the west coast of the island, leaving the interior largely ice-free.
During this stade, the Prince of Wales Lobe overrode the east coast
of the island, advancing northeast along the strait, depositing Jesse
Till up to w40 km inland. Jesse Till is described as pinkish grey with
Fig. 11. (a) View inland from coast towards fossiliferous deglacial marine silt at Cape Provide
ice retreated into Viscount Melville Sound. Shells dated 11.2 ka BP (TO-11318) occur at the ba
(b) Deglacial marine limit delta (85 m asl) deposited over bedrock ridge towards interior ri
Laurentide ice retreating into Viscount Melville Sound. Shells in forest beds dated 11.1 ka B
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a high silt content and widespread ice-wedge polygons. Its lobate
margin presumably terminated against nonglaciated terrain (i.e., on
Baker and Kange tills, Thomsen Glaciation) from which outwash
drained westward to the Beuafort Sea, or was impounded in various
proglacial lakes (e.g., lakes Ivitaruk and Ballast, Fig. 1; Vincent, 1982,
1983).

Along the north coast of Banks Island, during the M’Clure Stade,
the Prince Alfred Lobe advanced westward through M’Clure Strait
as originally reported by Fyles (1965, 1969). Vincent (1982)
describes the limit of this ice to be w120 m asl in Mercy Bay,
w100 m asl between Castel Bay and Ballast Brook, and 30 m asl at
nce (outlined in red). Silt, with frequent Shield erratics, was deposited when Laurentide
se of silt (26 m asl) that rises to �85 m asl. Sample TO-11307 (53 m asl) dates 11.0 ka BP.
ver valley occupied by snowbank. Delta prograded into the epishelf lake (to left) from
P (TO-11305; site 10a, Table 2).

Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,



Fig. 12. Schematic cross-section of Late Wisconsinan till and associated marine deposits across southern Dundas Peninsula. Note that Bolduc Till is considered to be the basal part of
Dundas Till. Cross-section extends inland from Viscount Melville Sound (at right). Units on the diagram are representative of Capes Phipps and Clarendon where shorelines and
sediments related to a deglacial epishelf lake are preserved undisturbed over Bolduc Till, inland from subsequent Winter Harbour Till. Marine sediments dating from initial
deglaciation (11.0–11.5 ka BP) extend as windows through the Winter Harbour Till.
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the northwest tip of the island (Fig. 13). The low gradient (0.5 m/
km) of the Prince Alfred Lobe, together with the depth of M’Clure
Strait at the time (�400 m plus the added glacioisostatic depression
of �30 m, Fig. 9), suggested it could have been floating in M’Clure
Strait. Vincent’s reconstruction along the strait also includes
a significant advance of the Prince Alfred Lobe southward through
Mercy Bay (Prest et al., 1968), purportedly marked by Mercy Till
that blankets both its east and west coasts up to 10 km inland
(Vincent, 1983; Fig. 13). Mercy Till is also shown to extend w7 km
Fig. 13. Distribution of till sheets on Banks Island attributed to three glaciations
(Vincent, 1982, 1983). Note Mercy Bay, north-central coast, purportedly last occupied
by Laurentide ice advancing southward from M’Clure Strait (M’Clure Stade, Amundsen
Glaciation, Early Wisconsinan). The older Banks and Thomsen glaciations represent
undisturbed pre-Sangamonian surfaces. Map also shows never-glaciated NW corner.
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up-valley from the bay head where it overlies Baker Till from the
preceding Thomsen Glaciation. This ice margin (marked by Mercy
Till) would have blocked the lower Thomsen River, causing the
proposed impoundment of Glacial Lake Ivitaruk (up to 90 m asl;
Vincent, 1982). Lake Ivitaruk is shown to extend from the limit of
the Prince Alfred Lobe (inland of Mercy Bay) to the limit of the
Prince of Wales Lobe (limit of Jesse Till) in the upper Thomsen River
(w100 km, Fig. 1).

Westward from Mercy Bay, the Prince Alfred Lobe deposited Bar
Harbour Till along the coast of M’Clure Strait where it trims the
north side of the proposed, never-glaciated landscape. This ice
margin also dammed the lower reaches of Ballast Brook (Fyles,
1969), forming Glacial Lake Ballast (up to 90 m asl) that initially
drained westward to the Beaufort Sea via a spillway far inland
(>90 km; French, 1972). Vincent suggests that once the ice sepa-
rating glacial lakes Ballast and Ivitaruk retreated, the two lakes
joined, diagonally spanning the island from Prince of Wales Strait to
the Beaufort Sea (Fig. 1).

Eastward retreat of the Prince Alfred Lobe from M’Clure Strait
occasioned the entry of the Investigator Sea. This transgression is
recognized only in Mercy Bay where a washing limit (undated) is
reported up to 30 m asl and possibly as far as 80 km inland through
the Thomsen Lowland (Vincent, 1982). Three organic samples
collected on northern Banks Island from fluvial and lacustrine
sediments yielded non-finite, conventional radiocarbon dates (all
>39 ka BP; Vincent, 1982, p. 227). The stratigraphic relationship of
these dated samples to the Prince Alfred Lobe remains ambiguous;
however, they were provisionally correlated with its retreat (Vin-
cent, 1984, 1989). Otherwise the retreat of the Prince Alfred Lobe
and the establishment of the Investigator Sea remain undated,
though the Investigator Sea is assumed to be correlative with the
East Coast Sea bordering Prince of Wales Strait (Vincent, 1982).
Vincent (1982, p. 227) concludes that: ‘‘the Investigator Sea is the
last sea to have drowned the Thomsen river valley in pre-Late
Wisconsinan time’’ although his map also shows undated marine
sediments of presumed postglacial age at the bay head (elevation
unspecified; Vincent, 1983, Map 1565A). Subsequently, Hodgson
and Vincent (in McNeely and Jorgensen, 1992) collected the only
shell sample then available from Mercy Bay (from silt at 1.75 m asl,
outer west coast) that dated 11.0 ka BP (GSC-5096; site 13, Fig. 10).
In Vincent’s (1982) model, this shell site was last deglaciated during
the M’Clure Stade (Early Wisconsinan) and therefore would have
been far removed from the Late Wisconsinan ice limit, identified at
the northeast tip of the island (140 km to the southeast).

During deglaciation of eastern Banks Island, Jesse Till (Fig. 13)
was purportedly trimmed by the East Coast Sea (120 m asl). Vincent
(1982, p. 226) states that this shoreline ‘‘can be followed
Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,
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continuously over a distance of 350 km from Nelson Head to the
northeastern tip of the island.’’ Six fragments of shells found in
a delta (36 m asl) along Prince of Wales Strait, and ascribed to the
East Coast Sea (‘‘Sarfarssuk River’’, discussed above) indicate a pre-
Late Wisconsinan age. Notwithstanding the proposal that the East
Coast Sea is pre-Late Wisconsinan, Dyke and Prest (1987), in the
most commonly cited reconstruction of North American ice sheets,
reassigned Vincent’s M’Clure Stade to the Late Wisconsinan, in
keeping with earlier observations by Fyles (1965).

The Russell Stade is the youngest in Vincent’s sequence, marked
by the terminus of the Viscount Melville Lobe that reached only the
northeast tip of the island (Fig. 13). When ice stood at this limit, the
Schuyter Point Sea is proposed to have transgressed the adjacent,
ice-free coastline of eastern Banks Island (<25 m asl) where it
‘‘distinctly cuts into surfaces previously covered by the East Coast
Sea’’ (120 m asl; Vincent, 1982, p. 228). Marine shells collected by
Vincent (1982) from sediments of the Schuyter Point Sea date
�10.9 ka BP (GSC-2545) indicating that the Russell Stade is Late
Wisconsinan. Clarifying Late Wisconsian events still further,
Hodgson and Vincent (1984) and Hodgson (1994) attributed the
Russell Stade to the advance of the Viscount Melville Sound Ice
Shelf that also deposited Winter Harbour Till on the adjacent coast
of southern Dundas Peninsula (Melville Island) w10 ka BP. Our new
observations regarding this advance on Banks Island, like those on
Dundas Peninsula, are discussed elsewhere (England et al., in
preparation).

The view that the Early and Late Wisconsinan ice advances on
Banks Island represent events of different extent (Vincent, 1982,
1983) was subsequently questioned by Vincent (1989) who enter-
tained the possibility that following the establishment of the Prince
Alfred Lobe (Early Wisconsinan), the Laurentide Ice Sheet may have
remained in M’Clure Strait until the end of the Late Wisconsinan.
Below, we present our new observations that test these models
regarding the sequence of proposed pre-Late Wisconsinan glacia-
tions, proglacial lakes and relative sea levels (Vincent, 1982, 1983).

2.4. New observations from Banks Island

Our fieldwork across northern Banks Island (2005–2008)
focussed on investigating glacial landforms and sediments ascribed
to former advances of the LIS and clarifying the age and elevation of
associated deglacial marine shorelines. Our fieldwork extended
along M’Clure Strait, from Ballast Brook in the west to the entrance
of Prince of Wales Strait (w280 km) in the east, and continued
Fig. 14. Nested lateral moraines and intervening meltwater channel along central west sh
moraines (black dots). Fiord mouth and M’Clure Strait occur in background. Note small
(b) Oblique aerial view (at eye level) of same moraines (arrows) that descend out fiord tow
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down the strait for >70 km (Fig. 2). We also investigated ice retreat
throughout Mercy Bay, a small fiord (24 km long, 4 km wide)
adjoining M’Clure Strait (Fig. 2). In Vincent’s reconstruction, the last
retreat southward (inland) from Mercy Bay would correspond to
the Thomsen Glaciation, predating the Sangamonian Interglacia-
tion, whereas retreat northward out of Mercy Bay and eastward
along M’Clure Strait would correspond to the Early Wisconsinan
(M’Clure Stade, Fig. 13).

2.4.1. Mercy Bay and adjacent coast of M’Clure Strait
We investigated most of the Mercy Bay coastline (2005, 2008),

mapping moraines, meltwater channels and raised marine
deposits. An erratic train composed of calcareous sandstone blocks
records ice flow northwestward into the bay from the interior
where Palaeozoic cuestas are widespread to the southeast. Vincent
(1983) also reports rock drumlins and roches moutonnées (w15 km
inland) showing comparable flow towards the bay head, within the
limit of the Thomsen Glaciation (Fig. 13). Within Mercy Bay, we did
not observe evidence either for the occurrence of Mercy Till,
ascribed to the advance of the Prince Alfred Lobe southward from
M’Clure Strait, or for moraines and meltwater channels descending
inland that would record its subsequent retreat out the bay (Vin-
cent, 1982). Rather, all lateral moraines and meltwater channels
above the west shore of the bay (broadly equivalent to the position
shown as Mercy Till; Vincent, 1983, Map 1565A) have gradients
recording a former trunk glacier that advanced northward to the
mouth of the bay. For example, two prominent lateral moraines
(impounding small lakes on their distal margins) extend continu-
ously for >10 km along the central west coast, terminating near
Providence Point (Figs. 14 and 15). Meltwater channels flanking the
lowermost moraine contact deglacial deltas marking marine limit
nearby (42 m asl). Our surveys throughout Mercy Bay (Fig. 15) show
numerous other moraines and meltwater channels, several
extending to deltas marking marine limit above dated shell sites.
These landforms and sediments consistently demonstrate the
occupation of Mercy Bay by ice that previously advanced from, and
retreated into, the island’s interior.

Younger recessional moraines and meltwater channels flank
inner Mercy Bay and its tributaries (Fig. 16a). Evidence for degla-
ciation of the fiord head is best recorded along the inner west shore.
Here, a former tidewater glacier terminated in contact with four
accordant, gravel deltas marking marine limit at 41 m asl (Figs. 15
and 16b and c). Sorted sand extends downslope from these deltas to
the modern coast where it is truncated by the sea, forming a w5 m
ore of Mercy Bay. (a) Oblique aerial view towards Providence Point overlooking both
lake impounded by innermost moraine, also designated on air photograph (Fig. 15).
ards Providence Point (to right of viewer).
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Fig. 15. Air photograph mosaic of Mercy Bay (air photos A16829, #’s 2–4). Prominent moraines, kame terraces, meltwater channels and deglacial marine limit deltas record former
passage of Laurentide ice that advanced northward through Mercy Bay to join ice in M’Clure Strait. The Mercy Bay ice subsequently retreated back into the island’s interior (left of
photo). Sites 12 and 13 mark radiocarbon dated shells (�11.4 ka BP, Table 2) collected in bottomset mud below marine limit deltas, attributed to Late Wisconsinan deglaciation. Note
esker inland of fiord head leading towards marine limit delta (41 m asl, 2 km to north). Photograph locations for other figures cited in text are shown.
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section of bedded sand overlying basal clay containing dropstones
(1 m thick, Fig. 16b). Sparse valves (single and paired) of Cyrtodaria
kurriana, Portlandia arctica and H. arctica were collected from the
basal clay. A second sample of H. arctica valves was also collected at
high tide, adjacent to the section, where they have accumulated as
litter following erosion from the same clay incised by the intertidal
zone. These shell-bearing sediments are interpreted as the distal
bottomsets to the deglacial deltas (41 m asl) immediately upslope.
Five dates from this site show concordant ages (within the reported
standard errors) with a mean age of 11.4 ka BP (site 12a–e, Table 2
and Fig. 10; England and Furze, 2008). The intertidal sample of H.
artica dated 11.5 ka BP (site 12, Table 2). We conclude that these
dates record the retreat of Laurentide ice from Mercy Bay during
the late Wisconsinan. Because ice retreat from Mercy Bay into the
interior was upslope, the ice margin drained freely, depositing
other glaciomarine deltas (Figs. 16d and e). We found no evidence
to support an extensive Lake Ivitaruk inland of Mercy Bay. It was
previously proposed that this lake reached 90 m asl and extended
across the island to the margin of the Prince of Wales Lobe,
requiring blockage of Mercy Bay by grounded ice from M’Clure
Strait (Fig. 1; Vincent, 1982, 1983).

Throughout Mercy Bay, marine limit descends northward
towards M’Clure Strait, from 44 m asl (10 km inland from the bay
head, Fig. 16e) to 36 m asl along its outer west coast (Figs. 9 and 15).
Farther west along M’Clure Strait, marine limit was surveyed at
several sites, commonly marked by ice-fed deltas that descend
gradually to 28 m asl around Ballast Brook (w110 km to the WNW,
Fig. 9). West of Mercy Bay, despite widespread searches, all inves-
tigated sediments at and below marine limit were devoid of shells,
hence the absolute age of ice retreat along this sector of the coast
remains uncertain (see Section 3).
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2.4.2. Northeast Banks Island: M’Clure and Prince of Wales straits
To the east of Mercy Bay, the cliffed coastline results in a scarcity

of glacial and marine deposits. Nonetheless, marine limit is recor-
ded in several small valleys starting w80 km east of Mercy Bay
(42 m asl) and rises to 55 m asl in the lower Parker River (Fig. 9).
There, the Laurentide ice retreated both northward into M’Clure
Strait and southward, into interior highlands. During this separa-
tion, ice in M’Clure Strait (Prince Alfred Lobe) initially blocked the
Parker River drainage impounding a lake that reached 144 m asl.
However, this lake was small (<5 km long), confined by the
retreating inland ice margin immediately up-valley. Initially, the
144 m lake drained northwestward through a large spillway at
the same elevation, parallel to M’Clure Strait, w4 km inland
(Fig. 17). However, the lake soon drained when the Prince Alfred
Lobe retreated offshore allowing the entry of the sea (55 m asl).
Although isolated lake sediments occur farther inland, there is no
evidence for a vast Glacial Lake Parker (70 km long and up to 245 m
asl) occupying the interior valley network (Vincent, 1982, 1983). To
the contrary, the modern Parker River is flanked by multiple
outwash terraces that clearly record free drainage downvalley from
an ice margin retreating inland.

Southeastward from Parker Point, a continuous blanket of
marine deposits extends distal to (inland from) a coastal moraine
deposited by the Viscount Melville Sound Ice Shelf (Fig. 17; Hodg-
son and Vincent, 1984). This moraine is proposed to mark the Late
Wisconsinan ice limit (Russell Stade; Vincent, 1982) whereas the
blanket of marine sediments is assigned to the Big Sea, postdating
the Thomsen Glaciation (pre-Sangamonian). The marine blanket is
widely dissected and displays prominent glaciotectonism (between
Passage and Parker points) suggesting deformation in an epishelf
lake (Figs. 17 and 18). Meltwater channels across the uplands at the
Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,



Fig. 16. Photographs of deglacial landforms and sediments at the head of Mercy Bay. (a) Inland retreat of ice from Mercy Bay recorded by seaward-sloping outwash terraces in
tributary valley, inner east side of bay. (b) Oblique aerial view to southwest, across inner west shore of the bay showing four accordant deltas marking marine limit (arrows, 41 m
asl). Dated shells (11.4 ka BP) were collected from bottomset mud underlying bedded sand at the modern coast (X, site 12, Table 2). (c) Ground view of same ice-contact deltas (41 m
asl). Foreground marine limit extends from small moraine that rises towards centre-right background. A second 41 m delta occurs in centre-left background (arrow). (d) Ice-contact
marine limit delta (41 m asl, right foreground) south of Gyrfalcon Bluff. Delta occurs w2 km downvalley from esker show on Fig. 15. Same marine limit (arrow, in distance)
prograded from valley to right of viewer. (e) Ice-contact delta (44 m asl) located 10 km inland from the head of Mercy Bay (see Fig. 15).
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northeast corner of the island record the continuing separation of
Laurentide ice lobes retreating into M’Clure and Prince of Wales
straits. As this separation progressed, a narrow marine moat
penetrated between the margins of the Prince Alfred Lobe and the
still ice-covered coastal uplands, both of which delivered sediments
into this intervening epishelf lake (east of Parker Point).

Undisturbed beach berms and washing limits mark the surface
of the epishelf lake that constituts marine limit (60 m asl) southeast
of Parker Point (‘the Gap’, Figs. 2, 9, 17). ‘The Gap’ is a prominent
fluvial breach through the Viscount Melville Sound Ice Shelf
moraine, w10 km southeast of Parker Point (Fig. 2). Here, the
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epishelf lake occupied a small interior basin now floored by silt and
sand that rise to 41–46 m asl immediately downslope from the
60 m beach. We collected clean, thin-walled, juvenile valves of
H. arctica from this fill that provided three AMS dates (11.5, 12.0 and
12.2 ka BP, site 14a–c, Table 2). These are the first radiocarbon dates
on what were previously mapped as Big Sea sediments (Vincent,
1983). At this location, we conclude that the Big Sea sediments are
Late Wisconsinan.

The continuing southwestward retreat of Laurentide ice through
Prince of Wales Strait is marked by a succession of ice marginal
channels, spillways and kame terraces flanking the adjacent coasts
Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,



Fig. 17. Air photograph mosaic of the northeast corner of Banks Island (air photos A17683, #’s 2–6). Note prominent coastal moraine deposited by Viscount Melville Sound Ice Shelf
that grounded immediately inland of modern coast. Pre-existing marine sediments were deposited into an epishelf lake that mark marine limit at 55–60 m asl between Passage and
Parker points. These epishelf sediments were widely tectonized well before the arrival of the Viscount Melville Sound Ice Shelf. Shells collected from these sediments date
w11.9 ka BP (site 14, Table 2) discounting their suggested origin as pre-Sangamonian Big Sea deposits. The epishelf lake received sediment from meltwater channels that mark
former ice margins that cross uninterrupted from Kange to Jesse tills. We reinterpret this landscape to record a single Late Wisconsinan deglaciation.
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of Banks and Victoria islands. This ice cover was assigned to the
M’Clure Stade of the Amundsen Glaciation (Early Wisconsinan;
Vincent, 1982) that retreated from the limit of Jesse Till (Fig. 13).
Vincent (1982) also mapped outliers of silt inland from the strait
adjacent to modern lakes that he interpreted to be windows of Big
Sea sediment protruding through Jesse Till. We reinvestigated these
purported Big Sea surface sediments as well as expansive outcrops
of laminated mud commonly underlying Jesse Till, extending for
90 km southwestward from Passage Point (Figs. 2 and 13). The fine-
Fig. 18. Examples of glaciotectonized sediments in the former epishelf lake inland of Russe
dropstones and widespread climbing ripples. Folds and faults are syndepositional, occurrin
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grained sediments surrounding the lakes are reinterpreted to be
lacustrine as they overlap rather than underlie the adjacent Jesse
Till. We conclude that these lacustrine units were deposited when
ice retreated downslope from the limit of Jesse Till into Prince Of
Wales Strait leaving kettle lakes that have subsequently diminished
in size to the present day. Elsewhere along the northeast coast, an
alternate candidate for Big Sea sediments (sensu Vincent, 1982,
1983) is the expansive fine-grained mud (>150 km2) inland of
Passage Point, underlying and co-extensive with Jesse Till (Fig. 17).
ll Point. Both sections at this locality are composed of barren, bedded silt with minor
g in contact with Laurentide ice during its retreat offshore into M’Clure Strait.
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Our observations indicate that this finely laminated mud bears little
resemblance to sediments widely described elsewhere from either
modern or ancient glaciomarine environments. This laminated
mud is devoid of dropstones and, critically, shows no change in
lithofacies, both vertically and horizontally over a wide range of
elevations (>200 m asl). Indeed, it resembles fine-grained marine
bedrock reported elsewhere on Banks and Melville islands (Creta-
ceous, Christopher and Kanguk Formations; Miall, 1979; Hodgson
et al., 1984; Vincent, 1983). Furthermore, the limit of Jesse Till and
the limit of this underlying mud coincide and they both terminate
along a prominent linear valley that parallels Prince of Wales Strait,
w8 km inland (Fig. 17). To the west of this valley, one encounters
Kange Till (Thomsen Glaciation) that has a conspicuously coarser
matrix (sand and gravel) overlying more resistant Devonian sand-
stone. Consequently, the prominent difference between these
purported till sheets appears to be the underlying bedrock and
hence they do not warrant subdivision into two separate glacia-
tions. Furthermore, meltwater from both till sheets terminates in
the same deglacial sea (all dated approximately 11–11.5 ka BP) that
wraps around the northeast tip of the island.

Finally, along the northwest coast of Prince of Wales Strait, we
saw no evidence, erosional or depositional, for the shoreline
(120 m asl) of the East Coast Sea (Early Wisconsinan, M’Clure
Stade), that purportedly trims Jesse Till continuously for 350 km
(Vincent, 1982, 1992). In the absence of an East Coast Sea, we
reassign its pre-Late Wisconsinan dates (attributed to it by Vincent,
1982, 1984, 1992, above), to redeposition by Late Wisconsinan ice.
Furthermore, these fragments are similar to the widespread erratic
shells that we report from tills on Dundas Peninsula, Melville
Island. We also did not find evidence for the later Schuyter Point
Sea (35 m asl) recording the crustal depression distal to the limit of
Russel Stade ice (Late Wisconsinan; Vincent, 1982, 1983). If the
Schuyter Point Sea had occupied such a peripheral depression, it
should record the preceding transgression to a synchronous
marine limit (35 m asl) in a full glacial sea, followed by a forced
regression caused by deglaciation nearby (see Fig. 8 in England,
1983). To the contrary, along this coast, both kame terraces and
lower glaciomarine deltas, recording widespread ice retreat in
contact with the sea (Fig. 9), are abundant and yield ages ranging
from 11.0 to 11.5 ka BP (Fig. 10).

3. Summary and discussion

Recent fieldwork (2002–2008) conducted on Melville and Banks
islands overturns the long-standing model supporting extensive
unglaciated terrain beyond the NW Laurentide Ice Sheet during the
LGM. This ice-free terrain purportedly contained multiple, undis-
turbed pre-Late Wisconsinan till sheets and associated lacustrine
and marine deposits. Our revision is based on widespread surveys
supplemented by 70 new radiocarbon dates (AMS) from two
sources: (1) ice-transported shells in Dundas and Bolduc tills that
provide a maximum age on the advance of the LIS across southern
Melville Island; and (2) shells from glaciomarine sediments doc-
umenting ice retreat from the adjacent coasts of both Melville and
Banks islands (Figs. 2 and 10). Below we summarize our primary
findings and address their regional implications.

3.1. LGM ice extent

The new dates on shells incorporated in Dundas and Bolduc tills
(Fig. 3) show that Laurentide ice entrained molluscs spanning 24–
49 ka BP (Table 1). This requires that Viscount Melville Sound was
at least partially ice-free during MIS 3 (w60–25 ka BP), before being
overridden by Late Wisconsinan ice (MIS 2;�25 ka BP). These dates
preclude the continuous occupation of M’Clure Strait and Viscount
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Melville Sound by the Prince Alfred Lobe from the Early to Late
Wisconsinan (Vincent, 1992). Our observations also indicate that
the boundary between two till sheets is commonly gradational
rather than abrupt, and that ice-thrust Tertiary fluvial gravel (Fig. 8)
is widespread along the southwest side of the peninsula, under-
lying a sparse scatter of Laurentide erratics.

Regarding the origin of Bolduc Till, we conclude that its
composition (high silt content); coastal distribution, and accordant
inland elevation (w120 m asl) represent the arrival of an ice shelf
overriding the perimeter of southern Dundas Peninsula. We inter-
pret the stony Dundas Till (farther inland) to record the continua-
tion of this advance as grounded Laurentide ice overstepped Bolduc
Till (Late Wisconsinan), inundating Dundas Peninsula and depos-
iting widespread Shield erratics. At the very least, both till sheets
contain shells of Mid Wisconsinan age (MIS 3), and given their close
stratigraphic relation (as proposed here), we amalgamate them
under the single name of Dundas Till (the former Bolduc Till
constituting its basal facies).

In contrast to Hodgson et al. (1984) we conclude that Laurentide
ice crossed Dundas Peninsula to coalesce with out-flowing Melville
Island ice in Liddon Gulf that deposited Liddon Till (no longer
assigned to Laurentide ice). This coalescent ice advanced westward
from Liddon Gulf, remaining grounded to at least central M’Clure
Strait (Cape Victoria) and likely farther west (Comfort Cove, Figs. 2, 4
and 19). Seafloor, glaciogenic bedforms (flutings) off the south coast
of Dundas Peninsula remain undated; however, they are well inside
the limit of the grounded margin proposed here for M’Clure Strait.
Furthermore, these flutings are overlain by only a thin veneer of
marine sediments (<1 m); a thickness similar to sites in nearby
marine channels where late Wisconsinan ice is recognized (MacLean
et al., 1989). The elevation of erratics along the Melville Island coast
together with flutings on the seafloor supports the presence of
a M’Clure Strait Ice Stream during the LGM (Stokes et al., 2005)
rather than glacier ice shelves (Dyke and Prest,1987; Fig.1). Because
the strait shallows to the west of Cape Victoria (Jakobsson et al.,
2000, 2008b), the ice stream may well have been grounded to the
edge of the polar continental shelf (200 km farther west), where
Stokes et al. (2005) cite evidence for a huge trough mouth fan.

Despite widespread surveys around Mercy Bay, we found no
evidence for a former glacier entering the bay from M’Clure Strait
(i.e., the Prince Alfred Lobe, Early Wisconsinan M’Clure Stade;
Vincent, 1982). Extensive lateral moraines within Mercy Bay
consistently record ice retreat towards the interior (Fig. 15). Our
revised ice configuration (identifying this southward retreat)
precludes the Early Wisconsinan Lake Ivitaruk that was proposed to
have spanned across the island to the limit of Jesse Till (Fig. 1;
Vincent, 1982, 1983). Although shells have not been observed
within the interior till sheets of Banks Island (Vincent, 1982, 1983),
their chronology can be determined by dating the marine deposits
that they contact. For example, the ice margin previously ascribed
to the pre-Wisconsinan Thomsen Glaciation (Fig. 13) retreated from
Mercy Bay in contact with a marine limit (41 m asl) dated to
w11.4 ka BP, making it Late Wisconsinan. This revised chronology
explains the absence of the formerly proposed pre-Wisconsinan
Investigator Sea (30 m asl) throughout Mercy Bay.

During the Thomsen Glaciation, Vincent (1982, 1983) shows
a narrow tongue of ice advancing northward across the interior of
Banks Island via the Thomsen Lowland (Figs 2 and 13). Here, Baker
Till (Thomsen Lobe) closely corresponds to the surface extent of
weakly lithified Cretaceous bedrock (siltstone and shale; Vincent,
1983) and is characterized by fluted till and streamlined-bedrock
recording warm-based ice. Based on our conclusion that the
Thomsen Glaciation is Late Wisconsinan, we conclude that this ice
flow into Mercy Bay also entered the M’Clure Strait Ice Stream
(Stokes et al., 2005). To the east and west of the Thomsen Lowlands,
Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,



Fig. 19. Proposed revision of the NW Laurentide Ice Sheet during the LGM. This ice cover may have persisted as late as 12 ka BP based on the widespread entry of the sea �11.5 ka BP
throughout M’Clure Strait. Note confluent Laurentide and Melville ice along northern Dundas Peninsula, as well as the complete occupation of Banks Island by mostly cold-based ice.
This reconstruction eliminates the never-glaciated terrain of northwest Banks Island. Geomorphic evidence indicates that warm-based extended through the Thomsen Lowlands
(Banks Island) contributing to grounded ice in M’Clure Strait, where seafloor flutings, at its entrance, suggest a former ice stream. Mammoth symbols mark location of bone samples
dated 22 ka BP discussed in text. Based on this reconstruction we show provisional grounding lines (maximum and minimum) beyond which contiguous ice shelves are expected.
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Baker Till is shown to cross-cut Plateau and Bernard tills, both
purportedly dating from the much older Banks Glaciation
(>780 ka). However, like the Baker Till (Thomsen Galciation), each
of these older till sheets is confined to a distinctive bedrock
outcrop. For example, to the west of Thomsen Lowlands, Bernard
Till coincides with the Eureka Sound Formation (Early Tertiary
quartzitic sand) overlain by fluvial gravel of the Late Tertiary
Beaufort Formation. To the east, Plateau Till coincides with more
resistant Devonian sandstone. Our observations further show that
these bedrock exposures east and west of the Thomsen Lowlands
are primarily covered by a scatter of erratics as opposed to wide-
spread till veneers or blankets (Vincent, 1983, Map 1565A).

The preservation of unobscured bedrock boundaries
surrounding the Thomsen Lowlands requires negligible erosion and
deposition by former glaciers. This is consistent with the passage of
cold-based ice as described from the central CAA where the
contacts between different weathered bedrock (residuum) have
been left undisturbed, overlain only by sparse erratics (Dyke et al.,
1992; Dyke, 1993). Consequently, we reinterpret the landscape
marked as Plateau and Bernard tills to represent coverage by
former cold-based ice adjoining a corridor of warm-based ice in the
Thomsen Lowlands, where Baker Till was deposited en route to
Mercy and Castel bays (Fig. 13). In the absence of independent
chronological control demonstrating a greater age for Plateau and
Bernard ‘‘tills’’ (vs. Baker Till, Fig. 13), we see no need to assign them
to a separate (Banks) glaciation. We propose the amalgamation of
all previously designated surface tills across northern Banks Island
into one integrated depositional sequence, produced by the
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passage of cold-based ice over weathered bedrock. In support of
our reinterpretation, we note that meltwater channels incised into
till sheets attributed to all three glaciations on northeast Banks
Island (Banks, Thomsen and Amundsen; Vincent, 1982, 1983;
Fig. 13) extend from one till sheet to another, indicating a single
retreat sequence (Fig. 17). Following the separation of Melville and
Laurentide ice in outer Liddon Gulf, we have also mapped an
integrated Late Wisconsinan sequence of meltwater channels and
canyons recording the retreat of Laurentide ice southward across
Dundas Peninsula into Viscount Melville Sound (Fig. 6).

We propose that during the Late Wisconsinan, Laurentide ice
advanced across the full interior of northern Banks Island,
converging with ice in M’Clure Strait that also on-lapped the
north coast (Fig. 19). We note that previously reported radio-
carbon dates on lake sediment cores and on autochthonous peat,
both overlying the till sheets we now ascribe to the Late Wis-
consinan, all date from the early Holocene (Vincent, 1983;
Gajewski et al., 2000). During 2008 surveys, we also investigated
several sites on the never-glaciated terrain proposed for north-
west Banks Island (Fig. 13; Vincent, 1982, 1983; French, 2007).
We purposefully selected stream channels whose headwaters
originated locally on the Late Tertiary Beaufort Plain and had no
connection to either the proposed limit of the inland ice (limit of
Bernard Till) or the limit of ice in M’Clure Strait (Bar Harbour Till;
Fig. 13). In all channels visited, far-travelled Laurentide erratics
were abundant; some still striated (England et al., in prepara-
tion). Hence, our reconstruction does not show unglaciated
terrain (Fig. 19).
Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,
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3.2. Deglacial chronology and postglacial emergence

Marine limit (Fig. 9) has been surveyed along both coasts of
M’Clure Strait where it is commonly associated with dated fossil-
iferous, glaciomarine sediments (Fig. 10). Throughout this area,
glacioisostatic rebound must substantially exceed marine limit
because of the accompanying eustatic sea level rise (w60 m; Fair-
banks, 1989) that has occurred since its establishment
(�11.5 ka BP). Observed emergence reaches 28 m asl at Ballast
Brook and rises eastward along central M’Clure Strait (40–45 m asl
in Mercy Bay and Comfort Cove) to �86 m on northeast Banks
Island and to>90 to�110 m asl on southern Melville Island (Fig. 9).
This rebound (>100 to�188 m, adding the eustatic sea level rise) is
comparable to, or greater than, the amount measured inside the
mapped margin of the northeast LIS following the LGM on eastern
Baffin Island. There, marine limit (net emergence) commonly
ranges from 40 to100 m asl; however; it is also younger (8–
10 ka BP), resulting in a smaller addition for eustatic sea level rise
(w20–45 m; Fairbanks, 1989). This results in net postglacial
rebound of w60 to 145 m for eastern Baffin Island since 8–10 ka BP.
No alternative explanation (such as neotectonics) has been
proposed for the sizeable rebound along M’Clure Strait and it is
therefore considered consistent with the geological record favour-
ing a preceding, pervasive grounded ice margin as outlined here.
Furthermore, we note that all currently dated, raised marine
deposits along M’Clure Strait, many of which are located below ice-
contact deltas, range from 11 to 11.5 ka BP (Fig 10, Table 2). Perva-
sive ice retreat during the Late Wisconsinan would also explain why
we did not observe undisturbed pre-Late Wisconsinan marine
shorelines or sediments, notably the Big, Investigator, East Coast or
Schuyter Point seas (Vincent, 1982, 1983). However, our rejection of
this surficial model, including the wide range of ages previously
assigned to its multiple surface till sheets, does not preclude the
legitimacy of other older units identified in the subsurface (Vincent
et al., 1984; Barendregt et al., 1998).

Ice retreat through M’Clure Strait immediately before 11–
11.5 ka BP avoids an unnecessary contradiction raised by Hodgson
and Vincent (1984). They propose that prior to the readvance of the
Viscount Melville Sound Ice Shelf (w10 ka BP), the ice load
responsible for the higher 11.5 ka BP (vs. 10 ka BP) shorelines of
southern Melville Island was located farther south (Victoria Island)
and northeast (Queen Elizabeth Islands). This prompted them to
suggest further that ‘‘the last ice to advance was more extensive
than the ice responsible for the major marginal crustal depression;
i.e., the maximum late Wisconsinan ice limit of the Laurentide Ice
Sheet was reached subsequent to the time of the late Wisconsinan
maximum load’’ (Hodgson and Vincent, 1984). We reconcile this
problem by concluding that the higher and older relative sea levels
do record the prior retreat of more pervasive Late Wisconsinan ice
than was previously recognized through M’Clure Strait and adja-
cent islands.

The clustering of deglacial dates (11–11.5 ka BP) along both
coasts of M’Clure Strait, eastward to north-central Victoria Island
(350 km), is noteworthy because they are essentially synchronous
(within 2 sigma, Table 2 and Fig. 10). This renders impractical the
calculation of a retreat rate for Laurentide ice across this w350 km
coastline, warranting further consideration. Recent evidence shows
that the re-entry of shells to the north coast of Banks Island,
following deglaciation, also occurred w11.4 ka BP and included the
arrival of the Pacific species C. kurriana, signalling the re-submer-
gence of Bering Strait following its exposure during the LGM
(England and Furze, 2008). Prior to 11.4 ka BP, it is assumed that
eustatic sea level was below the sill depth (�53 m) separating the
Pacific and Arctic oceans and that the polar continental shelf of the
western CAA did not support a molluscan refugium from which
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shells could recolonize recently deglaciated inter-island channels
(Kaufman et al., 2004; England and Furze, 2008). Therefore, it could
be argued that the uniformity of deglacial dates (based exclusively
on molluscs) along M’Clure Strait is simply an artifact of their
availability, predicated by the re-submergence of Bering Strait, and
not occasioned by the corresponding retreat of Laurentide ice. This
would imply that all of the dated shells presented here are younger
than marine limit. However, at all of the sites listed (Table 2), the
shell samples were collected from thick sequences of glaciomarine
silt that requires ice-proximal sedimentation (e.g., sites 1, 2, 4, 8b,
10a, 11d, 12). Indeed, similar fossiliferous silt directly overlies Lau-
rentide till at the extremities of the field area – from Comfort Cove
in the northwest (site 1, Fig. 10 and Table 2) to north-central
Victoria Island in the southeast (site 17, Fig. 10 and Table 2, from
Hodgson, 1993). Therefore, we conclude that the shell dates of 11–
11.5 ka BP reported here do in fact date the retreat of Laurentide ice
rather than solely the re-submergence of Bering Strait. Rapid ice
retreat is also indicated by two complementary records. Firstly, the
preservation of unmodified streamlined bedforms on the floor of
eastern M’Clure Strait (Figs. 2 and 19), combined with their thin
veneer of deglacial marine sediments, attest to ‘‘rapid retreat by ice
stream floatation and calving’’ similar to rapid deglacial conditions
reported from the Antarctic continental shelf (Ó Cofaigh et al., 2008,
p. 513). Secondly, the rise in marine limit along M’Clure Strait, from
Mercy Bay (45 m asl) in the northwest to north-central Victoria
Island (130 m asl, Fig. 9) in the southeast, record a gradient
consistent with rapid ice retreat (Andrews, 1970).

All of our dates on marine limit along M’Clure Strait occur in ice-
contact deposits eastward from Mercy Bay and Comfort Cove.
However, similar deposits west of Mercy Bay have turned out to be
barren, despite widespread searches for shells. We conclude that
west of Mercy Bay (Fig. 2), where marine limit still reaches 28 m asl
(Fig. 9), Laurentide ice retreated prior to the re-opening of Bering
Strait and the re-entry of molluscs. Although the age of marine limit
along this sector of the coast remains to be dated directly, the
apparent continuity in its gradient throughout the study area
favours an integrated Late Wisconsinan ice retreat, presumably
commencing west of Mercy Bay prior to 11.5 ka BP.

3.3. Regional implications

3.3.1. Beringia and the Northwest LIS
A pervasive Laurentide Ice Sheet across the western CAA during

the LGM has direct implications for the northeast limit of Beringia,
paleoclimatic conditions, and ice and sediment delivery to the
Arctic Ocean. To the south and west, Beringia encompasses the ice-
free landmass that extended from the Kolyma River in Siberia to
sites east of the Mackenzie River (at least to 128� W; Hultén, 1937;
Hopkins, 1967, 1982; Harington, 2005). This ice-free region
implicitly includes adjacent continental shelves exposed during
eustatic sea level lowering (Fairbanks, 1989). Recent radiocarbon
dating of two isolated samples of woolly mammoth (22 ka BP;
Harington, 2005), collected from Banks and Melville islands, has
been used to propose the extension of Beringia into the CAA at the
onset of the LGM. The sample from Melville Island was collected
from a modern river bed well below deglacial marine limit, and
therefore its origin (glacier or sea-ice transported vs. local habita-
tion) remains equivocal. Similarly, only one bone sample of woolly
mammoth has been collected from Banks Island, and its prove-
nance and stratigraphic context remains unclear (MacPhee, 2007).
In the light of the newly dated ice margins outlined here (Fig. 19),
we conclude that if either of these two specimens record biological
refugia w22 ka BP, then these sites were subsequently overridden
by the NW LIS that would have truncated the NE extremity of
Beringia. Alternatively, if these samples were ice-transported, they
Laurentide Ice Sheet: implications for paleoclimate, the northeast...,
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would still provide a maximum age for Late Wisconsinan ice
advance, but would have no meaningful biological connection to
the site of final deposition. MacPhee (2007) outlines additional
objections to the hypothesis that these mammoth remains repre-
sent a Pleistocene megafaunal refugium, despite his use of former
ice margins based on Vincent’s (1983) model.

3.3.2. Paleoclimate and the Northwest LIS
A vigorous supply of ice across the western CAA indicates that

aridity did not constrain the NW LIS as was implied previously by
putative, widespread ice-free terrain. The most likely moisture
sources would have been either the adjacent Arctic Ocean, towards
which the ice advanced, or low pressure systems originating in the
North Pacific Ocean. Assuming that lower temperatures at high
latitudes during the LGM would have favoured pervasive sea-ice,
and possibly landfast sea-ice ice shelves on the Arctic Ocean
(Bradley and England, 2008), it would appear to be an unlikely
moisture source. Recent modelling of atmospheric circulation
across the CAA during the LGM indicates that a split jet stream was
occasioned by the full establishment of the LIS. The northern limb
of the modelled split jet stream transported substantially increased
precipitation along its trajectory into the central and northern CAA
(Bromwich et al., 2004). This increased precipitation from a split jet
has been invoked to explain the late build-up of the Innuitian Ice
Sheet occupying the northern CAA whose alpine sector advanced
beyond modern ice margins after 19 ka BP (England et al., 2006),
when the LIS had already reached its maximum configuration
(Dyke et al., 2002). Currently, the youngest AMS radiocarbon date
on shell-bearing till from the western CAA is 24 ka BP, suggesting
late build-up of the NW LIS (Table 1). Elsewhere, advance of the NW
LIS into the Richardson Mountains and Peel Plateau appears to be
<22 ka BP based on dates on bone and organic samples immedi-
ately underlying Glacial Lake Old Crow, Yukon Territory (Bostock,
1966; Morlan, 1986; Morlan et al., 1990; Zazula et al., 2004). The
northern limb of the split jet is a mechanism consistent with the
extended margin of the NW LIS reported here. Stokes et al. (2005,
2006, 2008) have also modelled extensive NW Laurentide ice
occupying M’Clure Strait and Amundsen Gulf to the north and
south of Banks Island, respectively, during the LGM. The trajectory
of this jet stream would be broadly coincident with the NW margin
of the LIS, whereas the ice-free land of Beringia, distal to it, would
lie outside (west of) its proposed influence.

3.3.3. Arctic Ocean sedimentation and the Northwest LIS
A more extensive NW LIS also has significance for the sedi-

mentary history of the Arctic Ocean and its bordering continental
shelves. Records of ice-rafted detritus (IRD) and mineral grains of
presumed provenance, collected from widely separated sediment
cores in the Arctic Ocean, have been used to infer past glacial
activity in the CAA (Bischof and Darby, 1999; Polyak et al., 2004).
We emphasize that our record of past glacial activity in the western
CAA is based on direct geological evidence that indicates wide-
spread retreat of formerly grounded Laurentide ice from M’Clure
Strait before 11.5 ka BP, and rapidly thereafter (Figs. 10 and 19).
Furthermore, a variety of evidence has been presented that indi-
cates glaciogenic bedforms (mega-lineations) at several deep-
water sites in the Arctic Ocean, including the Lomonosov Ridge,
Chukchi Borderland and Alaska and Beaufort margins. These bed-
forms have been interpreted to represent the passage of enigmatic
ice sheets or ice shelves related to past activity of the Laurentide
and Barents-Kara ice sheets (Polyak et al., 2001; Jakobsson et al.,
2008a; Engels et al., 2008). Some of these lineations on the floor of
the Arctic Ocean occur in water depths of 0.7–1 km (Polyak et al.,
2001). Our reconstruction here suggests that an ice stream at least
635 m thick extended to central M’Clure Strait and possibly to the
Please cite this article in press as: England, J.H., et al., Revision of the NW
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shelf edge during the Late Wisconsinan (Fig. 19). Ongoing Quater-
nary research on islands to the west of our field area will address
this more fully (Coulthard et al., 2007; Nixon and England, 2007).

Complementary research, using U–Pb zircon dating of far-trav-
elled erratics collected throughout our field area, has linked some
of these boulders to discrete orogenic sources on the mainland,
requiring a northerly to northwesterly ice flow configuration from
mainland Canada across both Victoria and Banks islands (Doornbos
et al., 2005, 2009). This regional flow is consistent with the
pervasive coverage of Late Wisconsinan Laurentide ice described
here (Fig. 19) and with regional ice flow to the polar continental
shelf modelled by Stokes et al. (2005, 2008). We suggest that during
the LGM, and perhaps as recently as w12 ka BP, the LIS was thick
enough in M’Clure Strait to produce icebergs with sufficient draft to
form at least some of the reported landforms on the floor of the
Arctic Ocean; however, conclusive evidence awaits proper geolog-
ical mapping of the channels of the CAA (England, 1987). Our new
revision of the NW LIS during the Late Wisconsinan supplants long-
standing, earlier models and provides improved constraints for
calculating ice-equivalent sea level and the modelling of high lati-
tude, land–ocean–atmosphere linkages.
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